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ABSTRACT 
Restoration of riparian corridors and stream channels is important for many 
reasons, including preserving water quality, maintaining channel stability and controlling 
floods. Regional hydraulic geometry curves allow estimation of stable hydraulic 
geometry relationships that are necessary to engineer successful restoration projects. 
These curves can also be used to approximate discharge data for ungaged streams with 
lmown hydraulic geometry and drainage area. Hydraulic geometry data were collected in 
the field for twenty-five stream gage sites in the Red River of the North Basin. 
Recurrence intervals for bankfull ranged from 1.2 to 1.6 years, with an average 
recurrence interval of 1.4. Discharge and drainage area data were then plotted in 
groupings using Level III ecoregions (Omernik et al 1998), watershed accounting unit 
(State of North Dakota 1974), Rosgen stream type, and entrenched versus unentrenched 
streams. Linear regression analysis was used to determine the most accurate strategy for 
grouping data to generate the regional curve. 
Regional curves in the Red River of the North Basin were found to be most 
accurate based on USGS accounting units. The average correlation coefficient for this 
strategy was 0.62. The best fit in this grouping compared contributing drainage area 
(CDA) to b~ll discharge (BFQ), with a correlation coefficient of 0.86. The lowest fit 
in this category compared total drainage area (TDA) to mean depth (MD), with a 
correlation coefficient of only 0.39, suggesting that this equation be used with extreme 
caution. The best fit overall using linear regression compared bankfull discharge (BFQ) 
ix 
to bankfull cross-sectional area (XSA) by entrenchment, with a correlation coefficient of 
0.87, however, the overall category correlation coefficients ranged from 0.13 to 0.87, 
with an average of only 0.42, so this grouping does not show a good fit overall. 
While it should be used with caution, and similar reaches on the same stream 
should also be taken into consideration, a regional curve for the Red River of the North 
Basin based on USGS accounting units provides a valuable tool for estimating stable 
hydraulic geometry measurements for restoration projects. 
X 
CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Restoration of riparian corridors and stream channels is important for many 
reasons, including preserving water quality, maintaining channel stability and controlling 
floods. For restorations to be successful, it is important to determine a stable channel 
form, or fluvial processes will alter the channel, often causing loss of infrastructure and 
degraded water quality. Regional hydraulic geometry curves allow estimation of stable 
hydraulic geometry relationships that are necessary to design successful restoration 
projects. These curves can also be used to approximate discharge data for ungaged 
streams based on drainage area and hydraulic geometry. Many of these ungaged streams 
contribute significantly to their watershed, causing problems in flood prediction when 
discharge data are unavailable. 
Dunne and Leopold (1978) were the first to propose regional hydraulic geometry 
curves as a way to relate channel dimensions at bankfull to drainage area. Bankfull is 
considered the stream stage corresponding to: 
the discharge at which channel maintenance is the most effective, that is, 
the discharge at which moving sediment, forming or removing bars, 
forming or changing bends and meanders, and generally doing work that 
results in the average morphologic characteristics of channels (Dunne and 
Leopold 1978). 
1 
Average bankfull discharge frequency is approximately 1.5 years (Leopold 1994 and 
Rosgen 1996), ranging from one to two years. Regional curves improve the accuracy of 
general hydraulic geometry curves, and help minimize the error associated with simple 
log linear models. These models predict stream behavior at bankfull, but there is some 
question about the accuracy at flows outside of channel capacity, or bankfull discharge 
(Bates 1990). While other models, such as log piecewise linear models may be more 
accurate, they also require more time input to obtain the parameters necessary to 
adequately model high and low flows (Bates 1990). By creating regional curves, we can 
improve the accuracy of the simple equations, which require far less time input. 
Regional curves are becoming more achievable as the necessary data are now 
being collected as part of stream morphology studies. These stream morphology studies 
are a means to catalog the capacity and relative condition of river systems, and are used 
by many natural resource managers to prioritize restoration projects. Stream morphology 
measurements are not possible on every reach of every stream, so the curves allow 
extrapolation between similar streams. 
In order to determine the most accurate method of creating a regional hydraulic 
geometry curve, different grouping strategies need to be compared. The best strategy 
will increase the accuracy of the equations associated with the curves. Castro (1997) 
found that drainage area and bankfull discharge could best be compared to hydraulic 
geometry variables for a regional hydraulic geometry curve by classifying data by 
ecoregions. Ecoregion delineations are based on areas of similar geographic, biotic, 
abiotic, terrestrial and aquatic components (Omernik and Bailey 1997). Omernik and 
Bailey (1997) caution that ecoregions "may not be the best framework for any one 
2 
particular resource ... however, ecoregions provide the spatial tool necessary to address 
the health, integrity, and quality of the aggregate of environmental resources." They 
found: 
the effectiveness of ecoregions for stratifying stream water quality information 
has been demonstrated in many states including Arkansas (Rohm et al, 1987), 
Iowa (Wilton, 1996), Nebraska (Bazata, 1991), Ohio (Larsen et al, 1986, 1988), 
Oregon (Hughes et al, 1987; Whittier et al, 1988), Texas (Horning et al, 1995), 
and Washington (Plotnikoff, 1992) (Omernik and Bailey 1997). 
USGS hydrologic units are commonly used as watershed boundaries, although 
Omernik and Bailey (1997) found that very few of these are actually topographic 
watersheds. Regardless, they are the most common delineation utilized by natural 
resource agencies due largely to the prevalence of information available and the ease in 
identification. 
The Rosgen stream classification system (Rosgen 1994) is also used by natural 
resource agencies with increasing regularity. The system is "a morphological 
arrangement of stream characteristics [ organized] into relatively homogenous stream 
types" (Rosgen 1994). It gives resource managers a common terminology when 
discussing streams_. With relatively little training, field measurements can be taken to 
describe the current state of the stream system, and inferences can be made regarding the 
stability of the system. Stream types are based on sinuosity, slope and hydraulic 
geometry variables such as bankfull width, depth, entrenchment ratio and channel 
sediment type (Figure 1, Table 1). Certain stream types are more common in specific 
landscapes, and if the hydraulic geometry variables are inconsistent with the valley 
variables such as slope and sinuosity, the stream is likely in transition, and thus unstable 
3 
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Figure 1. Rosgen Stream Types (Rosgen 1996). 
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Table 1. General stream type descriptions (Rosgen 1996). 
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Other classification systems are based on stage of development, including the 
Schumm channel evolution model. The major factor in this type of classification system 
is whether the stream is stable or widening. One way to empirically determine this is 
calculation of the entrenchment ratio. This refers to whether the stream has access to its 
floodplain, as a stream without access to its floodplain will exhibit active slumping while 
trying to achieve access. The entrenchment ratio is determined by Rosgen to be 
floodprone width (two times maximum channel depth at bankfull stage) divided by the 
bankfull width (Figure 2). A stream will have a minimum entrenchment ratio of 1.0, 
which would occur in a stream with vertical banks where the floodprone width is equal to 
the bankfull width (Figure 2A). A stream with an entrenchment ratio of greater than 2.2 
is considered unentrenched (Figure 2B). 
Entrcnehrn1:m Ratio - 2212~ - 1.0 Entrenchment Ratio - 2 ... ,: - 4.7 
Hoodpronl! \\ idth - 23 
Floodpronc "idth "" 22 Uanklull \\ idth 5 
B 
Figure 2. Stream Entrenchment Determination (Adapted from Rosgen 1996). 
Four grouping strategies were tested in this study to determine the most effective 
method for relating hydraulic geometry variables to discharge and drainage area: 
1. Level III ecoregion (Omernik et al. 1998) 
2. USGS watershed accounting unit (USGS 1974) 
3. Ros gen stream type (Ros gen 1996) 
4. Stream Entrenchment 
6 
This study examines these grouping strategies, and proposes a regional hydraulic 
geometry curve for the Red River of the North basin based on the most effective 
grouping strategy. 
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CHAPTER2 
METHOD 
Site Selection 
The first step was to determine an appropriate study area. For this project, the 
study area was based on United States Geological Survey (USGS) hydrologic units. The 
USGS delineated hydrologic units for all watersheds in the United States: 
"The United States is divided and sub-divided into successively smaller 
hydrologic units which are classified into four levels: regions, sub-regions, 
accounting units, and cataloging units. The hydrologic units are arranged within 
each other, from the smallest (cataloging units) to the largest (regions). Each 
hydrologic unit is identified by a unique hydrologic unit code (HUC) consisting of 
two to eight digits based on the four levels of classification in the hydrologic unit 
system. " (USGS) 
Using USGS hydrologic units, the Red River Basin is located in the Souris-Red-
Rainy region, comprised of the Souris River, Red River and Rainy River subregions. All 
three of these rivers eventually flow into the Hudson Bay. The most common delineation 
of the Red River of the North Basin follows the USGS Red River subregion unit. Within 
the Red River subregion are three USGS accounting units: the Upper Red in the southern 
portion of the basin, the Devils Lake/Sheyenne in the western portion of the basin, and 
the Lower Red in the northern portion of the basin (Figure 3). 
The Souris River joins the Assiniboine River when it crosses the border into Canada. 
The Assiniboine River joins the Red River near Winnipeg, Manitoba. This watershed is 
8 
left out of most Red River Basin delineations in the United States largely for political 
reasons, as the Assiniboine watershed is almost entirely in Canada. fu order to maximize 
the number of potential sites for this study, the delineation chosen for this project 
included the USGS Souris accounting unit (Figure 3). The study was limited to the 
United States portion of the study area because gage data information were not available 
for Canada due to the prohibitive costs associated with the Canadian cost-recovery 
program utilized for data acquisition. 
9 
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-Once the study area was defined, appropriate stream gage sites in the Red River 
Basin were chosen. The first criterion was whether a current rating table and consecutive 
peak flow data were available. At numerous gage sites throughout the US, the USGS has 
created rating tables that correlate stream gage to stream discharge. Because precise and 
updated rating tables are necessary to ensure the accurate discharge data necessary for 
generating a regional curve, active USGS gage stations are required. Discharge data are 
also necessary for the creation of flood frequency charts, which are helpful in assuring 
the accuracy of chosen bankfull stage. As stated in the introduction, while there has been 
much discussion regarding identification of precise channel-forming discharge, bankfull 
is generally accepted as the most effective channel-forming discharge. Forty-year data 
assure sufficient discharge data to remove small-scale climatic changes. Using a larger 
period of record for gage stations may have given misleading values on the flood 
frequency charts due to a large-scale climatic change, and land use changes over the last 
100 years (Gosnold and LeFever 2000). There were sixty-four sites that met the first 
criterion of consecutive peak flow data for the most recent thirty years. 
Sites were next chosen from these eligible streams by checking USGS site 
descriptions to attempt to identify reaches that represent a natural condition for that 
stream. Areas with large water control structures were not used for this study. Four sites 
were eliminated by site descriptions because they had excessively large water control 
structures immediately above the gage. The Bois de Sioux River near White Rock, SD is 
only 300 feet below the White Rock Dam, the Ottertail River below Orwell Dam is 
directly below the Orwell Dam, the Tongue River at Akra is 300 feet below Renwick 
· · Dam, and Sheyenne River below Baldhill Dam is directly below Baldhill Dam. Because 
11 
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these dams are quite large, the sites were not included as eligible. Field techniques would 
not be accurate with extremely wide streams, so the main-stem Red River sites were also 
discarded. Twenty-five stream sites were necessary for a statistically significant study, 
and fifty-three sites met all criteria (Table 2). 
Of these fifty-three, sites were chosen that would maximize the site variability 
and number of sites in each grouping strategy to be tested. To increase site variability, 
sites were chosen to attempt to maximize the range of drainage areas. Total drainage area 
was used, as the USGS in North Dakota specifies contributing vs. noncontributing 
drainage area, but the USGS in Minnesota does not. Contributing drainage area is the 
area that will contribute to a ten-year discharge event. To increase the number of sites in 
each grouping strategy, ecoregion and USGS accounting units were taken into 
consideration, but not Rosgen stream type or entrenchment, because these variables are 
determined after field measurements. The key sites were identified and targeted for field 
visits to determine the most natural reaches for the study area. The primary goal in site 
visits was to find the most natural reaches possible, with maximizing the site variability 
and number of sites in each grouping strategy as a secondary goal. 
12 
Table 2. Sites to be field checked. 
River Name Station Name USGSNo. 
Accounting Unit Draina e Area Ecore ·on 
Spring Creek Above Downer 05061400 Upper Red 
7.93 48 
Maple Near Hope 05059600 Devils Lake-Sheyenne 
20.2 46 
RuffyBrook Near Gonvick 05077700 Lower Red 
46.2 51 
Whiskey Creek At Barnesville 05061200 Upper Red 
76.3 48 
Buffalo Near Callaway 05060800 Upper Red 
94.5 51 
Rush At Amenia 05060500 Devils Lake-Sheyenne 
116 48 
Marsh Near Shelly 05067500 Upper Red 
151 48 
Beaver Creek Near Finley 05064900 Upper Red 
160 46 
Middle At Argyle 05087500 Lower Red 
265 48 
Lost At Oklee 05078230 tower Red 
266 48 
Buffalo Near Hawley 05061000 Upper Red 
322 51 
Edmore Coulee Near Edmore 05056200 Devils Lake-Sheyenne 
382 46 
...... 
Mauvais Coulee Near Cando 05056100 Devils Lake-Sheyenne 
387 46 
w Sand Hill At Climax 05069000 Lower Red 
426 48 
S. Branch Two Rivers At Lake Bronson 05094000 Lower Red 
444 48 
Forest Near Fordville 05084000 Lower Red 
456 48 
Clearwater At Plummer 05078000 Lower Red 
512 48 
S. Branch Buffalo At Sabin 05061500 Upper Red 
522 48 
Wild Rice Near Rutland 05051600 Upper Red 
546 48 
Roseau Below S Fork Near Malung 05104500 Lower Red 
573 49 
Baldhill Creek Near Dazey 05057200 Devils Lake-Sheyenne 
691 46 
Park At Grafton 05090000 Lower Red 
695 48 
Wintering Near Karlsruhe 05120500 Souris 
705 46 
Forest At Minto 05085000 Lower Red 
740 48 
Mustinka Above Wheaton 05049000 Upper Red 
810 48 
Maple Near Enderlin 05059700 Devils Lake-Sheyenne 
843 46 
·~ 
Table 2. (con't) 
River Name Station Name USGSNo. Accounting Unit Drainage Area Ecoregion 
Wild Rice At Twin Valley 05062500 Upper Red 929 48 
Des Lacs At Foxholm 05116500 Souris 939 46 
Thief Near Thief River Falls 05076000 Lower Red 959 48 
Deep Near Upham 05123510 Souris 975 46 
Buffalo Near Dilworth 05062000 Upper Red 1040 48 
Willow Cre~k Near Willow City 05123400 Souris 1160 46 
Roseau At Ross 05107500 Lower Red . 1220 49 
Clearwater At Red Lake Falls 0,5078500 Lower Red 1370 48 
Roseau Blw State Ditch 51 nr Caribou 05112000 Lower Red 1560 49 
Wild Rice At Hendrum 05064000 Upper Red 1600 48 
Long Creek Near Noonan 05113600 Souris 1790 46 
Red Lake Near Red Lake 05074500 Lower Red 1950 49 
...... Sheyenne Near Warwick 05056000 Devils Lake-Sheyenne 2070 46 
.i::,.. 
Wild Rice Near Abercrombie 05053000 Upper Red 2080 48 
Red Lake At High Landing nr Goodridge 05075000 Lower Red 2300 · 49 
Pembina At Neche 05400000 Lower Red 3410 48 
Sheyenne Near Cooperstown 05057000 Devils Lake-Sheyenne 6470 46 
Sheyenne At Valley City 05058500 Devils Lake-Sheyenne 7810 46 
Sheyenne At Lisbon 05058700 Devils Lake-Sheyenne 8190 . 48 
Sheyenne Near. Kindred 05059000 Devils Lake-Sheyenne 8800 48 
Sheyenne At West Fargo 05059500 Devils Lake-Sheyenne 8870 48 
Souris Near Sherwood 05114000 Souris 8940 46 
Souris Near Foxholm 05116000 Souris 9470 46 
Souris Above Minot 05117500 Souris 10600 46 
Souris Near Verendrye 05120000 Souris 11300 46 
Souris Near Bantry 05122000 Souris 12300 46 
Souris Near Westho_Ee 05124000 Souris 16900 46 
Once these sites were chosen, a chart showing flow frequency was developed using 
the US Anny Corps of Engineers Flood Frequency Analysis (FFA) program (Figure 4). 
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Figure 4. Flood Frequency chart for the Rush River near Amenia. 
The FF A program uses the Weibull, median or Hazen formulas to plot positions for 
graphical analysis, log-Pearson Type III distribution to compute the frequency curve, and 
a weighted skew coefficient. Input is the peak flow for the desired time period at each 
station, and the percent chance exceedance is the output. Peak flow for input into the 
program was obtained from the USGS for the forty annual peak flows for the time period 
from 1960 to 1999. These data were revised to correct format using a DOS based 
program to prevent format changes that can occur using spreadsheets and word 
processors. These values were transferred into Grapher software and plotted with the 
discharge on the y-axis and the percent chance exceedance on the x-axis. Using the flood 
frequency charts, the 1.1 (90.9% probability) and two (50% probability) year events for 
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the top thirty stations were determined to provide the range of discharge values 
associated with the outer limits for bankfull stage recurrence interval (Table 3). The 
grayed area of the example flood frequency chart (Figure 5) illustrates this process. This 
range of probable bankfull stage was used in the field to ensure the correct morphological 
indicators were chosen for bankfull stage. 
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Table 3. Range of 2robable bank.full discharge for the to2 thirty sites. 
1.1 Year 2.0 Year 
Stream Name: Site Name: USGSNo. Discharge ( cfs) Discharge ( cfs) 
Baldhill Creek Near Dazey 05058000 51 387 
Buffalo River Near Dilworth 05062000 446 1912 
Buffalo River Near Hawley 05061000 217 722 
Buffalo River Near Callaway 05060800 84 259 
Clearwater River At Plummer 05078000 683 1651 
Clearwater River At Red Lake Falls 05078500 1452 4195 
Des Lacs River At Foxholm 05116500 50 481 
Edmore Coulee Near Edmore 05056200 26 286 
Forest River Near Fordville 05084000 173 999 
Long Creek Near Noonan 05113600 61 673 
Lost River At Oklee 05078230 452 1211 
Maple River Near Enderlin 05059700 174 1080 
..... Maple River Near Hope 05059600 28 190 
-..J Marsh River Near Shelly 05067500 299 1111 
Mauvais Coulee Near Cando 05056100 21 369 
Middle River At Argyle 05087500 190 940 
Roseau Rivl'.!r Below State Ditch 51 nr Caribou 05112000 860 1761 
Roseau River At Ross 05107500 778 1900 
Roseau River Near Malung 05104500 615 2070 
Rush River Near Amenia 05060500 53 351 
Sand Hill River At Climax 05069000 393 1381 
Sheyenne River Near Cooperstown 05057000 266 1320 
Sheyenne River Above Harvey 05054500 28 145 
Sheyenne River Near Kindred 05059000 449 1531 
South Branch Two Rivers At Lake Bronson 05094000 708 1840 
Thief River Near Thief River Falls 05076000 724 1981 
Whiskey Creek Near Barnesville 05061200 58 154 
Wild Rice River Near Rutland 05051600 11 123 
Wild Rice River Near Twin Valley 05062500 649 1831 
Willow Creek Near Willow City 05123400 40 425 
tOCOO, 
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Figure 5. 1.1 year and 2.0 year events with corresponding discharges. 
Data Collection 
Site visits were next conducted to collect hydraulic geometry measurements in the 
field . Thirty were initially targeted for field evaluation, but forty-three sites were actually 
visited in the field, and twenty-five streams were sampled throughout the study area. 
Upon visitation, some sites were immediately disqualified because they were found to be 
significantly altered or otherwise not representative of natural stream condition. For 
example, the Pembina River at Neche had extensive dikes, and was located just 
downstream of an area where the river had been straightened, and the original channel cut 
off (Figure 6). 
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Figure 6. Pembina River at Neche with cut off channel above gage site. 
If the site appeared to be in a natural state, current stream level was determined, 
and then correlated with the 1.1 to 2. 0 year recurrence interval range for the site to 
determine the range of bankfull stage at that site. For example, at the Clearwater River 
near Plummer site, the gage at the time of the field visit (9/20/1998) was 2.54. This 
reading corresponds to a discharge of 39.57 cfs according to the rating table for the site. 
The range of discharge values for the site according to the flood frequency charts is 683 
to 1651 cfs. This would correspond to a gage reading of 5. 84 to 8. 71 , which would be 
3.3 to 6.17 feet above the water level at the time of sampling. As morphological features 
were identified at the chosen cross-sections, they could be checked against this range to 
prevent features such as point bars to be mistakenly identified as bankfull indicators. 
In sites that were appropriate for inclusion on the regional curve, cross-section locations 
were chosen by identifying either a riffie (narrow section with coarse bed 
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material and fast-flowing water) or crossover point (where thalweg, or fastest part of the 
current, crosses over from one side of the channel to the other) that was representative of 
the stream in that reach. 
Next, bankfull was identified using field indicators. These indicators 
include, but are not limited to: 
(a) "The presence of a floodplain at the elevation of incipient flooding. 
(b) The elevation associated with the top of the highest depositional 
features ( e.g., point bars, central bars within the active channel). 
These depositional features are especially good stage indicators for 
channels in the presence of terraces or adjacent colluvial slopes. 
(c) A break in slope of the banks and/or a change in the particle size 
distribution, (since finer material is associated with deposition by 
overflow, rather than deposition of coarser material within the 
channel). 
( d) Evidence of an inundation feature such as small benches. 
( e) Staining ofrocks 
(f) Exposed root hairs below an intact soil layer indicating exposure to 
erosive flow. 
(g) Lichens and - for some stream types and locales - certain riparian 
vegetation species." (Ros gen 1996) 
Pin flags were placed in the bank along the channel for any of the morphological 
indicators identified, and the consistent level indicated by the pin flags designated 
bankfull. The most common bankfull indicators identified in the Red River Basin were 
break in slope corresponding to change in vegetation or extent of woody vegetation. The 
top of the highest depositional features was another common indicator identified. Once 
pin flags had been used to identify a consistent bankfull stage, the corresponding 
discharge of this level was then checked against the range of a one point one to two year 
event identified from flood frequency charts. If the value was outside the range, the site 
was not used. No sites were eliminated solely because the values were outside of this 
range. 
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Stream channel cross sections were characterized by determining channel width at 
bank.full stage and placing a pin in the bank at that point. A surveyor's level or hand 
level was then used to ensure the bankfull chosen on both sides of the channel was at the 
same stage. A tape measure was stretched across the channel, and depth measured at a 
ten percent of stream width interval. A fifty-foot stream was measured at five-foot 
intervals, while a forty-eight foot stream was measured at a four-foot interval. The 
maximum depth at each cross section determined floodprone width, which is at an 
elevation of two times the maximum depth at bank.full (Figure 7). 
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Figure 7. Field measurements taken at cross-sections (Adapted from Rosgen 1996). 
.. 
For streams that were not wadable, a flat-bottomed boat was used. For some very 
wide sites, the boat was not large enough to safely sample the stream. In addition, 
equipment used for the study was not accurate enough to effectively sample the site. For 
example, the Clearwater River at High Landing site was over 100 feet wide. When 
spanning the site, the tape oscillation was over one foot, introducing significant error. 
Waves at the site were washing over the sides of the boat, making conditions unsafe. Due 
to the decreased accuracy and safety, this site was eliminated. 
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A sediment survey was then conducted by determining the sediment size . 
at each depth measurement point upstream of the cross section. For shallow 
streams, the surveyor reached down and collected the first sediment specimen 
touched. When the water level was too deep, a benthic sampler was used. The 
sampler was dropped from the boat to the bottom of the channel and snapped shut 
to attempt to maintain the original order of substrate. Two to three cross sections 
were measured at each stream depending on the variability in the hydraulic 
geometry variables at the first two cross sections. 
Channel slope and sinuosity were determined from 1 :24,000 topographic 
maps using the Geographic Information System (GIS) Arc View (ESRI). Channel 
slope was determined by finding where two topographic contour lines cross the 
channel, measuring the distance between the two points and then dividing change 
in elevation by change in linear distance (Figure 8). This distance was at least 
twenty times bankfull width. Sinuosity was determined between these same two 
points by dividing channel length by valley length. 
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Figure 8. Determination of channel slope and sinuosity. 
Data Analysis 
Data were placed in a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet, where the bank.full width, 
measured depths, maximum depth and floodprone width were averaged for all cross 
sections. Width to depth ratio (bank.full width/average depth) and Entrenchment ratio 
(bankfull width/floodprone width) were determined using the averaged values. Rosgen 
stream types and entrenched vs. unentrenched streams were then determined. A linear 
regression analysis was then run using Microsoft Excel, and data were plotted on a log-
log scale with hydraulic geometry variables vs. discharge and drainage area. Hydraulic 
geometry variables plotted were bankfull width, mean depth and cross-sectional area. 
\ 
CHAPTER3 
RESULTS 
Twenty-five sites were chosen for inclusion in the regional curve. Contributing 
drainage area ranged from 17.4 to 1420 square miles. Total drainage area ranged from 
20.2 to 6470 square miles. The final sites included four ecoregions: the Northern 
Glaciated Plains ( 46), the Lake Agassiz Plain ( 48), the Northern Minnesota Wetlands 
(49) and the North Central Hardwood Forests (51). The sites are spread between 
accounting units: Souris, Upper Red, Lower Red and Devils Lake-Sheyenne (Figure 3). 
Data for each site were entered into Microsoft Excel (Appendix B). Summary tables 
were compiled (Table 4, Appendix C), and cross-sections were plotted (Figure 9, 
Appendix D). 
Table 4. Example of summary data for site. 
Stream Morphology Assessment 
Stream Name: Rush River 
Site Name: Near Amenia 
Date: 9/28/1999 
Personnel: Melanie Hinzpeter/Jason Warne 
Bankfull Discharge (cfs) 175.9 
Recurrence Interval 1.5 
Bankfull Width (ft) 24.2 
Mean Depth (ft) 1.9 
Bankfull X-Sectional Area (ft2) 46.5 
Width- Depth Ratio 12.7 
Flood Prone Width (ft) 30.0 
Entrenchment Ratio 1.2 
D50 Silt 
Water Surface Slope 0.0006 
Sinuosity 2.2 
Stream Tyµe F5 
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Table 5. Summary of sites witl:). hydraulic geometry variables. 
BF Mean 
DA XSA BFQ BFW Depth FPW 
River Site Acc. ER DA (contr) Rosgen (ft2) (cfs) RI (ft) (ft) W:D (ft) ER DSO Slope Sin 
Baldhill Crk. Near Dazey DL-S u 691 351 cs 66.7 239 1.6 29.9 2.2 14.9 >> 100 >>2.2 Sand 0.0030 1.2 
Buffalo Near Dilworth UR u 1040 1040 E6 642.2 808.0 1.6 76.2 8.4 9.0 659.0 8.6 Silt/Clay 0.0003 
2.1 
Buffalo · Near Hawley UR u 325 325 C4c- 128.7 356 1.4 42.5 3.0 14.0 887.0 20.9 Gravel 0.0009 1.5 
Buffalo Near Callaway UR u 76.4 76.4 ES 67.5 178.6 1.5 23 .1 2.9 8.0 >> 100 >>2.2Sand 0.0030 1.8 
Clearwater At Plummer LR u 555 555 C5c- 397.8 872.8 1.2 83.3 14.2 13.4 209.0 2.5 Gravel 0.0004 1.4 
Des Lacs At Foxholm s E 939 539 G5c 62.0 135 1.3 25 .1 2.3 11.0 34.3 1.4 Sand 0.0015 
2.6 
Edmore · Cle. Near Edmore DL-S u 382 282 C5c 105.1 75 .61 1.3 39.0 2.7 14.7 293.6 7.5 Sand 0.0002 1.7 
Forest Near Fordville LR u 456 336 cs 232.0 479.4 1.4 68.3 3.4 20.2 162.5 2.4 Sand 
0.0010 2.0 
Long Crk. Near Noonan s u 1790 630 C5c- 206.7 206.1 1.4 56.0 3.1 18.5 184.0 3.3 Sand 
0.0006 1.7 
N Maple Near Enderlin UR E 843 796 C5c- 97.3 516.3 1.4 47.2 2.2 21.5 94.2 2.0 Sand 
0.0006 1.4 
0\ 
Maple Near Hope DL-S u 20.2 17.4 E4 21.7 125 1.6 14.6 1.5 9.9 112.4 7.7 Sand 
0.0024 1.2 
Mauvais Cle. Near Cando DL-S u 387 377 E4 70.2 121.5 1.4 28.9 2.4 12.4 101.3 3.7 Gravel 0.0002 
3.0 
Middle At Argyle LR E 255 255 E6 114.8 339.8 1.3 25.8 3.8 6.7 53.7 
2.1 Silt 0.0006 2.1 
Roseau Blw SD 51 nr Caribou LR u 1420 1420 C5c- 545.3 1236.0 1.4 87.6 5.9 17.6 >500 >5 Sand 
0.0001 1.4 
Roseau At Ross LR u 1090 1090 C5c 573.2 1223.0 1.4 83.6 6.3 13.4 >500 >5 Sand 
<.0001 1.2 
Roseau Near Malung LR E 430 430 B5c 432.0 1076 1.3 71.3 6.1 11.8 123.1 
1.7 Sand <.0002 1.2 
Rush Near Amenia DL-S E 116 116 FS 46.5 175.9 1.5 24.2 1.9 12.7 30.0 1.2 Silt 0.0006 2.2 
Sand Hill At Climax LR u 420 420 ES 238.7 691.5 1.3 46.1 4.9 9.4 >>200 >>2.2 Sand 
0.0030 2.7 
Sheyenne Near Cooperstown DL-S E 6470 1270 F5 180.1 708.0 1.4 64.4 2.7 24.2 81.2 1.3 Sand 
0.0005 2.0 
Sheyenne Above Harvey DL-S u 424 154 ES 76.5 69.17 1.4 29.6 2.6 11.7 >> 100 >>2.2 Sand 
0.0007 1.6 
Thief Near Thief River Falls LR E 985 985 C4c- 434.0 1184 1.3 87.l 4.5 19.3 194.2 
2.2Gravel <.0001 1.8 
Whiskey Crk. Near Barnesville UR u 76.3 25.3 ES 54.3 100.0 1.4 25.9 1.8 13.6 245.3 9.5 Sand 0.0020 1.6 
Wild Rice Near Rutland UR u 546 296 ES 59.0 25.4 1.4 48.0 2.1 12.0 » 100 >>4Sand 
0.0005 2.1 
Wild Rice Near Twin Valley UR u 929 929 cs 270.0 826.9 1.2 74.7 3.2 23 .6 >200 >>2.2 Sand 
0.0012 1.6 
Willow Crk. Near Willow City s u 1160 730 ES 134.2 255.0 1.6 40.8 3.1 13.4 >500 > 10 Sand 
0.0001 2.7 
The average recurrent interval for the study sites was 1.4 years, with a range from 
1.2 year to 1.6 year recurrence intervals. Sites fell into four different Rosgen stream 
types: C type (11), E type (10), F type (2) B type (1) and G type (1). Most streams had 
access to their floodplains, with 18 unentrenched streams, and only 7 entrenched. 
Using Microsoft Excel, linear regression analyses were run to determine the most 
effective grouping strategies. Analyses were run for total drainage area (TDA), 
contributing drainage area (CDA) where available (TDA was used for MN gage stations 
as CDA is not specified), and bankfull discharge (BFQ) versus the hydraulic geometry 
variables bankfu.11 width (BFW), bankfu.11 mean depth (MD) and bankfull cross sectional 
area (XSA). These analyses were run based on five different grouping strategies: 
Rosgen stream type, Watershed accounting unit, Entrenchment, Ecoregion and no 
grouping. Table 6 is a summary of correlation coefficients (R2 values) for the various 
grouping strategies. Table 7 shows the equations generated using linear regression 
analysis. The most representative regional curve for the Red River Basin of the North 
plotted Bankfull Discharge to Contributing Drainage Area by USGS accounting units 
(Figure 10). 
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Table 6. Calculated correlation coefficients for linear regression analysis. 
CDA: CDA: CDA: CDA: TDA: TDA: TDA: TDA: BFQ: BFQ: BFQ: 
Grou12ing Variable BFQ XSA BFW MD BFQ XSA BFW MD XSA BFW MD Average N 
Entrenchment Entrenched 0.26 0.10 0.45 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.10 0.04 0.92 0.95 0.60 0.31 7.00 
Un entrenched 0.71 0.37 0.70 0.60 0.23 0.34 0.40 0.25 0.82 0.76 0.65 0.5318.00 
Average 0.49 0.24 0.58 0.30 0.13 . 0.17 0.25 0.15 0.87 0.86 0.63 0.42 
Ecoregion Lake Agassiz Plain 0.62 0.67 0.67 0.41 0.65 0.67 0.71 0.40 0.69 0.79 0.43 0.6111.00 
Northern Glaciated Plains 0.78 0.54 0.60 0.24 0.60 0.45 0.51 0.13 0.29 0.37 0.03 0.4111.00 
Northern MN Wetlands 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 
Average all three 0.80 0.74 0.76 0.55 0.75 0.71 0.74 0.51 0.66 0.72 0.49 0.67 
Average statistically significant 0.70 0.61 0.64 0.33 0.63 0.56 0.61 0.27 0.49 0.58 0.23 0.51 
N Rosgen CType 0.72 0.62 0.18 0.14 0.37 0.18 0.14 0.14 0.85 0.81 0.74 0.4511.00 00 
EType 0.51 0.71 0.39 0.61 0.21 0.39 0.61 0.34 0.77 0.51 0.86 0.5410.00 
FType 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 
Average all three 0.74 0.78 0.52 0.58 0.53 0.52 0.58 0.49 0.87 0.77 0.87 0.66 
Average statistically significant 0.62 0.67 0.29 0.38 0.29 0.29 0.38 0.24 0.81 0.66 0.80 0.50 
Accounting Unit Souris 0.98 0.23 0.23 0.68 0.12 0.93 0.93 0.54 0.35 0.35 0.80 0.56 3.00 
Upper Red 0.88 0.77 0.96 0.57 0.69 0.67 0.99 0.48 0.70 0.75 0.50 0.72 6.00 
Devils Lake-Sheyenne 0.89 0.81 0.90 0.23 0.69 0.76 0.70 0.20 0.56 0.71 0.04 0.59 8.00 . 
Lower Red 0.69 0.71 0.52 0.37 0.65 0.70 0.54 0.32 0.93 0.69 0.65 0.61 8.00 
Average 0.86 0.63 0.65 0.46 0.54 0.77 0.79 0.39 0.64 0.63 0.50 0.62 
None All Sites 0.57 0.51 0.61 0.32 0.07 0.02 0.11 0.00 0.80 0.78 0.60 0.4025.00 
Table 7. Calculated linear regression equations. 
--
Grouping Variable CDA:BFQ CDA:XSA CDA:BFW CDA:MD N 
Entrenchment Entrenched y = 0.5 l 67x + 266.62 y= 0.128lx + 114.88 y = 0.0416x + 23 .218 y= -9E-05x + 3.4185 7 
Unentrenched y = 0.8488x + 11.352 y = 0.3547x + 276.82 y = 0.0496x + 24.921 y = 0.0035x + 1.8065 18 
Ecoregion Lake Agassiz Plain y = 0.8199x + 224.51 y = 0.4413x + 54.631 y = 0.0572x + 28.67 y = 0.0035x + 2.4093 11 
Northern Glaciated Plains y = 0.5243x - 34.289 y= 0.116lx + 40.715 y = 0.0323x + 22.501 y = 0.0006x + 2.1346 11 
Northern MN Wetlands y= 0.0394x + 1180.1 y = -0.0847x + 665.58 y = 0.012x + 70.498 y = -0.001 lx + 7.5087 2 
Rosgen CType y = 0.9794x - 29.563 y= 0.3827x + 10.027 y = O. l 723x + 129.59 y = 0.0175x + 48.53 11 
E Type y = 0.5853x + 72.911 y = 0.4724x - 12.29 y=0.2947x+ 18.102 y = 0.0353x + 20.36 10 
FType y = 0.4611x + 122.41 y= 0.1157x + 33 .104 y = 0.021x + 44.092 y = 0.0063x + 23.436 2 
Accounting Unit Souris y= 0.626x - 197.55 y = 0.3599x - 93.52 y = 0.0779x - 8.6669 y = 0.0039x + 0.3609 3 
Upper Red y = 0.7668x + 38.478 y = 0.4659x - 5.3906 y = 0.0521x + 25.048 y = 0.0042x + 1.6837 6 
Devils Lake-Sheyenne y = 0.5274x + 32.064 y= 0.1021x + 40.082 y= 0.035x + 19.993 y = 0.0005x + 2.0818 8 
Lower Red y = 0.6901x + 414.18 y= 0.3221x + 149.9 y = 0.0379x + 43.151 y = 0.0015x + 3.8498 8 
None All Sites .}:'. = 0.7674x + 68.276 r= 0.3337x + 30.781 .}:'. = 0.0464x + 24.794 .}:'. = 0.0024x + 2.2023 25 
Grouping Variable TDA:BFQ TDA:XSA TDA: BFW TDA:MD N 
N Entrenchment Entrenched y = 0.0313x + 545.78 y = -0.0002x + 195.56 y = 0.0037x + 44.045 y = -0.000lx + 3.5498 7 \0 
Unentrenched y = 0.399x + 176.95 y = 0.2358x + 61.697 y = 0.0306x + 29.865 y = 0.0018x + 2.3654 18 
Ecoregion Lake Agassiz Plain y= 0.0935x + 109.05 y = 0.4547x + 40.949 y = 0.0606x + 26.071 y = 0.0035x + 2.3367 11 
Northern Glaciated Plains y = 0.8315x + 205.87 y= 0.0207x + 72.41 y = 0.0058x + 31.287 y = 9E-05x + 2.3379 11 
Northern MN Wetlands y=0.0394x+ 1180.1 y = -0.0847x + 665.58 y = 0.012x + 70.498 y= -0.001 lx + 7.5087 2 
Rosgen CType y = 0.5689x + 245.46 y= 0.1723x + 129.59 y = O.Ol 75x + 48.53 y = 0.001 lx + 2.7395 11 
E Type y = 0.3156x + 132.38 y= 0.2947x + 18.102 y = 0.0353x + 20.36 y = 0.003x + 2.0241 10 
FType y=0.0837x+ 166.19 y = 0.021x + 44.092 y= -0.0186x + 182.26 y= O.OOOlx + 1.9159 2 
Accounting Unit Souris y=0.048lx+ 136.41 y = 0.1579x - 70.404 y = 0.0336x - 2.9369 y = 0.0007x + 1.848 3 
Upper Red y = 0.7087x + 28.988 y= 0.4528x - 22.214 y = 0.0548x + 21.072 y = 0.004 lx + 1.5645 6 
Devils Lake-Sheyenne y = 0.090lx + 148.74 y = 0.019lx + 60.71 y= 0.006x + 27.762 y = 9E-05x + 2.1874 8 
Lower Red y = 0.6903x + 403.64 y= 0.3275x + 141.3 y = 0.0401x + 41.036 y = 0.0015x + 3.8687 8 
None All Sites r= 0.0845x + 407.18 y = 0.023 lx + 190.08 y = 0.0062x + 44.304 y = 7E-05x + 3.4423 25 
w 
0 
Table 7. (con't) 
Grouping . Variable 
Entrenchment Entrenched 
Un entrenched 
Ecoregion Lake Agassiz Plain 
Northern Glaciated Plains 
Northern MN Wetlands 
Rosgen CType 
E Type 
.FType 
Accounting Unit Souris 
Upper Red 
Devils Lake-Sheyenne 
Lower Red 
None All Sites 
BFQ:XSA BFQ: BFW BFQ:MD N 
y= 0.3856x - 32.519 y = 0.0594x + 14.188 y = 0.0028x + 1.6986 7 
y = 0.4433x + 21.792 y = 0.05lx + 27.558 y = 0.0036x + 1.9795 18 
y = 0.43 lx + 1.1289 y= 0.0599x + 19.216 y = 0.0034x + 1.9774 11 
y= 0.1423x + 66.116 y = 0.0429x + 28.848 y = 0.0004x + 2.3659 11 
y = -2.1505x + 3203.3 y = 0.305lx - 289.57 y = -0.0286x + 41.203 2 
y = 0.39x + 22.065 y = 0.0447x + 34.247 y=0.0028x+ 1.9162 11 
y = 0.5995x - 14.799 y = 0.0467x + 23.235 y = 0.007x + 1.4548 10 
y = 0.25lx + 2.3748 y = -0:0738x + 77.378 y = 0.0014x + 1.6755 2 
y= 0.7053x - 5.8301 y= 0.152x + 10.419 y = 0.0067x + 1.4965 3 
y = 0.5408x - 3.2122 y = 0.0562x + 26.904 y= 0.0049x + 1.7189 6 
y = 0.1515x + 44.552 y = 0.0555x + 20.63 y = 0.0004x + 2.1948 8 
y = 0.442lx - 21.533 y = 0.0526x + 22.399 y = 0.0025x + 2.7278 8 
y=0.4105x+ 12.83 y= 0.0516x + 24.913 y = 0.0032x + 1.9426 25 
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Figure 10. Regional curve for the Red River Basin based on accounting units 
CHAPTER4 
DISCUSSION 
While ecoregions showed a strong correlation, the highest overall correlations are 
for USGS accounting units (Table 6). The best correlations for variables were 
contributing drainage area to bankfull discharge. These values could possibly be raised 
by calculating contributing drainage area for all Minnesota sites rather than using total 
drainage area for those sites. Some hydraulic geometry variables, such as mean depth, do 
not seem to show a significant correlation in most cases. The information to be gained by 
these equations is limited in any case. The relationship between bankfull discharge and 
cross-sectional area showed a strong correlation when grouped by entrenchment, but 
overall correlations in this category were low. 
The correlation values in this study were significantly less than one. This could 
be related to the glacial history of the study areas, as areas of past continental glaciation 
exhibit inherent variation. Till, by definition, is unsorted, widely ranging and erratic 
material. Ecoregions "depict regions within which the mosaic of ecosystem components 
is different than that of adjacent regions (Omernik and Bailey 1997)." Thus, while the 
Northern Glaciated Plains ( ecoregion 46), which are characterized by till, are different 
from adjacent regions, the homogeneity is extremely relative. This is reflected in the 
difficulty in determining appropriate drainage area in regions of continental glaciation 
(Omernik and Bailey pg. 937). The Lake Agassiz Plain consists oflake sediment, which 
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is far more homogenous, and the Central Hardwood Forest is largely underlain by 
metamorphic rocks, which would also represent a more homogenous substrate. 
Correlation coefficients are also less accurate than they could be due to the use of linear 
regression analysis. When power equations were run on a small number of the variables, 
the correlation coefficients rose significantly. 
Factors that alter natural hydrology such as drainage ditches and urbanization 
patterns were not taken into account. The presence or absence of riparian vegetation 
could also influence hydraulic geometry variables. Phelps and Sehlke (2001) found that: 
Riparian vegetation along streams has a significant impact on stream channel 
morphology, which in tum influences aquatic ecosystem structure and function. 
Additionally, watershed urbanization has a significant influence on channel 
morphology and aquatic habitat. 
They suggest that localized regional curves be generated that factor in riparian condition, 
watershed land use, and natural variability. Although sites were chosen that attempted to 
capture the natural state of the stream, there are few streams in the Red River Basin that 
do not have some type of water control structure, or are not impacted by agricultural 
drainage patterns. 
The peak flows for many streams within the study area were at or near historical 
highs in 1997. Data were collected in the summers of 1998 and 1999. As bankfull is 
primarily identified by morphologic features, it is possible that normally prevalent 
features were less distinct during the field seasons due to the high discharges during the 
previous year. Annual average flows were also extremely high for summer 1999, 
diminishing the number of gage stations, as measurements are conducted at low flow. 
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CHAPTERS 
CONCLUSIONS 
Regional curves in the Red River of the North Basin were found to be best based 
on USGS accounting units. The average correlation coefficient for this strategy was 0.62. 
The best fit in this grouping compared contributing drainage area (CDA) to bankfull 
discharge (BFQ), with a correlation coefficient of 0.86. The lowest fit in this category 
compared total drainage area (TDA) to mean depth (MD), with a correlation coefficient 
of only 0.39, suggesting that this equation be used with extreme caution. The best fit 
overall using linear regression compared bankfull discharge (BFQ) to bankfull cross-
sectional area (XSA) by entrenchment, with a correlation coefficient of 0.87, however, 
the overall category correlation coefficients ranged from 0.13 to 0.87, with an average of 
only 0.42, so this grouping does not show a good fit overall. 
While it should be used with caution, and similar reaches on the same stream 
should also be taken into consideration, a regional curve for the Red River of the North 
Basin based on USGS accounting units provides a valuable tool for estimating stable 
hydraulic geometry measurements for restoration projects. 
As more stream morphology work is done in the basin, more data will become 
available to refine the curve. The various grouping strategies should be reexamined at 
that point to determine if accounting units remain the most accurate. 
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Future Work 
More data points need to be added to test and refine current values. With only 
two sites in the Northern Minnesota Wetlands ecoregion, no true correlation could be 
determined. Sites should be evaluated from the Rainy River Basin to truly test this 
ecoregion. North Central Hardwood Forests only had one point, so no correlations could 
be determined for this ecoregion. With these limitations, it is difficult to truly test 
whether ecoregions are the best grouping strategy for those areas. 
A similar problem occurred with Rosgen stream types, as there were only two "F" 
channels evaluated. As more Rosgen stream work is completed, this can be better tested. 
Additional grouping strategies should also be tested. A channel evolution model 
may give a better fit than the entrenchment variable alone. Choosing geologic areas such 
as outwash plains rather than ecoregions may also give a better fit. 
USGS accounting units should also be tested in other areas of the country. This 
would help determine whether they are truly the most effective method. Entrenched vs. 
unentrenched streams may not adequately represent channel evolution models, and future 
study could test this using a system such as the Schumm Channel Evolution Model rather 
than the simplified entrenchment expression. Any future work should also incorporate 
land use practices, as the amount of impervious surfaces could be a significant factor 
(Harmon et al, 1999). As one of the major uses ofregional curves involves stream 
restoration projects, riparian corridor condition and degree of development, both urban 
and agricultural, should also be addressed in future work. 
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APPENDICES 
APPENDIX A 
Flood Frequency Charts 
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APPENDIXB 
Site Data 
63 
Baldhill Creek Near Dazey 
9/13/1998 
Bankfull Gage 
Site One 
BFW 
FPW 
ER 
WD 
Mean Depth 
Max Depth 
BFXSA 
Distance 
33.7 
33.0 
30.0 
27.0 
24.0 
21.0 
18.0 
15.0 
12.0 
9.0 
6.0 
3.0 
0.0 
Site Two: 
BFW 
FPW 
ER 
WD 
Mean Depth 
Max Depth 
BFXSA 
7.85 
About 150' downstream from bridge 
33.7 
>>100 
>>2.2 
19.3 
1.7 
3.0 
67.5 
Depth XSA 
0.0 0.0 
0.5 0.9 
3.0 9.0 
2.9 8.7 
2.4 7.2 
2.9 8.7 
2.7 8.1 
1.6 4.8 
1.4 4.2 
1.3 3.9 
1.6 4.8 
2.4 7.2 
0.0 0.0 
200' upstream of weir 
26.9 
>>100 
>>2.2 
11.8 
2.3 
3.3 
67.9 
64 
Bald.hill Creek near Dazey cont. 
Distance Depth 
26.9 
XSA 
0.0 
25.0 
23.0 
21.0 
19.0 
17.0 
15.0 
13.0 
11.0 
9.0 
7.0 
5.0 
3.0 
1.0 
0.0 
1.0 
2.5 
3.2 
3.3 
3.2 
2.9 
2.9 
3.0 
2.8 
2.6 
2.9 
2.7 
1.2 
0.0 
Site Three: 130' downstream from culvert 
BFW 26.5 
FPW >>100 
ER >>2.2 
WD 13.3 
Mean Depth 2.0 
Max Depth 2.9 
BFXSA 59.3 
Distance Depth 
26.5 
23.0 
20.0 
17.0 
14.0 
11.0 
8.0 
5.0 
2.0 
0.0 
0.0 
2.6 
2.8 
2.2 
2.2 
2.2 
2.3 
2.9 
2.8 
0.0 
XSA 
65 
0.0 
1.9 
5.1 
6.4 
6.5 
6.4 
5.9 
5.9 
6.0 
5.6 
5.2 
5.7 
5.5 
1.8 
0.0 
0.0 
8.5 
8.4 
6.6 
6.6 
6.6 
6.9 
8.7 
7.0 
0.0 
] 
Bald.hill Creek near Dazey cont. 
Site Four: 200' down from culvert 
BFW 32.4 
FPW >>100 
ER >>2.2 
WD 15.1 
Mean Depth 2.1 
Max Depth 2.9 
BFXSA 72.1 
Distance Depth XSA 
32.4 0.0 0.0 
29.0 1.2 2.7 
28.0 2.1 3.1 
26.0 2.8 5.6 
24.0 2.9 5.7 
22.0 2.7 5.5 
20.0 2.7 5.5 
18.0 2.7 5.3 
16.0 2.7 5.3 
14.0 2.7 5.3 
12.0 2.6 5.2 
10.0 2.7 5.3 
8.0 2.7 5.5 
6.0 2.5 5.1 
4.0 2.1 4.3 · 
2.0 1.2 2.5 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
66 
Buffalo River near Callaway 
10/6/1999 
Bankfull Gage 12.7 
Site One: . Riffle 350' up from gage post 
BFW 22.3 
FPW >>100 
ER >>2.2 
WD 7.6 
Mean Depth 2.9 
Max Depth 4.0 
BFXSA 65.5 
Distance Depth XSA 
22.3 0.0 0.0 
22.0 3.9 4.5 
20.0 4.0 8.0 
18.0 3.8 7.6 
16.0 3.4 6.8 
14.0 3.4 6.8 
12.0 3.1 6.2 
10.0 2.9 5.8 
8.0 2.7 5.4 
6.0 2.5 5.0 
4.0 2.5 5.0 
2.0 2.2 4.4 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
Site Two 150' upstream of site 1 
BFW 22.5 
FPW >>100 
ER >>2.2 
WD 7.0 
Mean Depth 3.2 
Max Depth 4.7 
BFXSA 72.8 
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Buffalo River near Callaway cont. 
Distance Depth XSA 
22.5 0.0 0.0 
22.0 2.7 3.4 
20.0 3.5 7.0 
18.0 4.1 8.2 
16.0 4.7 9.4 
14.0 4.5 9.0 
12.0 4.1 8.2 
10.0 3.3 6.6 
8.0 3.1 6.2 
6.0 3.0 6.0 
4.0 2.5 5.0 
2.0 1.9 3.8 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
Site Three 200' down from culvert 
BFW 24.5 
FPW 130 
ER 5.306122 
WD 9.342412 
Mean Depth 2.622449 
Max Depth 3.6 
BFXSA 64.25 
Distance Depth XSA 
24.5 0 0 
24 3.4 4.25 
22 2.9 5.8 
20 3.3 6.6 
18 3.6 7.2 
16 3.4 6.8 
14 3.2 6.4 
12 3.1 6.2 
10 . 2.9 5.8 
8 ' 2.6 5.2 
6 2.4 4.8 
4 1.4 2.8 
2 1.2 2.4 
0 0 0 
68 
Buffalo River near Dilworth 
Data not available- collected by Luther Aadland, MNDNR 
69 
Buffalo River near Hawley 
Data not available- collected by Luther Aadland, MNDNR 
70 
Clearwater River near Plummer 
9/20/1998 
BF Gage 6.54 
Site One: 300' down from bridge 
BFW 78.3 
FPW 235.0 
ER 3.0 
WD 15.0 
Mean Depth 5.2 
Max Depth 7.1 
BFXSA 456.5 
Distance Depth BFXSA 
78.3 0.0 0.0 
75.0 3.1 12.9 
70.0 6.3 31.5 
65.0 , 5.9 29.5 
60.0 6.2 31.0 
55.0 6.7 33.5 
50.0 6.7 33.5 
45.0 6.4 32.0 
40.0 7.1 35.5 
35.0 6.8 34.0 
30.0 6.4 32.0 
25.0 6.6 33.0 
20.0 6.4 32.0 
15.0 6.2 31.0 
10.0 5.6 28.0 
5.0 5.4 21.6 
2.0 2.2 5.5 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
Site 2 500' down from nearest bridge 
BFW 82.0 
FPW 177.0 
ER 2.2 
WD 20.8 
Mean Depth 3.9 
Max Depth 5.5 
BFXSA 351.5 
71 
Clearwater River near Plummer cont. 
Distance Depth BFXSA 
82.0 0.0 0.0 
80.0 0.7 2.5 
75.0 4.5 22.5 
70.0 4.9 24.5 
65.0 5.3 26.5 
60.0 5.2 26.0 
55.0 5.5 27.5 
50.0 5.3 26.5 
45 .0 5.3 26.5 
40.0 5.0 25.0 
35.0 4.9 24.5 
30.0 4.6 23.0 
25.0 4.5 22.5 
20.0 4.4 22.0 
15.0 4.5 22.5 
10.0 4.3 21.5 
5.0 2.1 10.5 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
Site Three 400' down from bridge 
BFW 89.5 
FPW 215.0 
ER 2.4 
WD 22.7 
Mean Depth 4.0 
Max Depth 5.5 
BFXSA 385.5 
72 
Clearwater River near Plummer cont. 
Distance Depth BFXSA 
89.5 0.0 0.0 
84.0 2.2 13.8 
77.0 5.2 36.4 
70.0 4.7 32.9 
63.0 4.7 32.9 
56.0 4.7 32.9 
49.0 4.7 32.9 
42.0 5.2 36.4 
35.0 5.5 38.5 
28.0 5.2 36.4 
21.0 5.4 37.8 
14.0 5.4 37.8 
7.0 2.4 16.8 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
73 
L 
Des Lacs River at Foxholm 
09/19/99 
Bankfull Gage 
Site One: 
BFW 
FPW 
ER 
WD 
Mean Depth 
Max Depth 
BFXSA 
Distance 
7.32 
300' down from bridge 
23.5 
Depth 
23.5 
22.0 
20.0 
18.0 
16.0 
14.0 
12.0 
10.0 
8.0 
6.0 
4.0 
2.0 
0.0 
33.2 
1.4 
10.9 
2.2 
3.5 
55.8 
BFXSA 
0.0 0.0 
0.9 1.6 
0.9 1.8 
1.6 3.2 
1.8 . 3.6 
2.8 5.6 
3.0 6.0 
3.2 6.4 
3.4 6.8 
3.5 7.0 
3.4 6.8 
3.5 7.0 
0.0 0.0 
Site Two: 50 ft down from site one 
BFW 25.8 
FPW 35.0 
ER 1.4 
WD 10.3 
Mean Depth 2.5 
Max Depth 3.5 
BFXSA 69.8 
74 
Des Lacs River at Foxholm cont 
Distance Depth BFXSA 
25.8 0.0 0.0 
24.0 3.4 6.4 
22.0 3.9 7.8 
20.0 3.8 7.6 
18.0 3.8 7.6 
16.0 3.7 7.4 
14.0 3.5 7.0 
12.0 3.2 6.4 
10.0 3.1 6.2 
8.0 2.9 5.8 
6.0 2.0 4.0 
4.0 1.0 2.0 
2.0 0.8 1.6 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
Site Three: 50' down from site two 
BFW 26.2 
FPW 34.7 
ER 1.3 
WD 12.1 
Mean Depth 2.2 
Max Depth 3.9 
BFXSA 60.5 
Distance Depth BFXSA 
26.2 0.0 0.0 
24.0 0.8 1.7 
22.0 1.3 2.6 
20.0 2.0 4.0 
18.0 2.4 4.8 
16.0 2.6 5.2 
14.0 3.0 6.0 
12.0 2.9 5.8 
10.0 2.9 5.8 
8.0 3.1 6.2 
6.0 3.5 7.0 
4.0 3.9 7.8 
2.0 1.8 3.6 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
75 
Edmore Coulee near Edmore 
08/19/99 
BF Gage 83 .5 
Site One: 200 ft down from bridge 
BFW 36.9 
FPW 241.9 
ER 6.6 
WD 11.6 
Mean Depth 3.2 
Max Depth 4.9 
BFXSA 117.9 
Distance Depth XSA 
36.9 0.0 0.0 
36.0 0.6 1.2 
33.0 1.9 5.7 
30.0 3.3 9.9 
27.0 3.9 11.6 
24.0 4.2 12.6 
21.0 4.9 14.7 
18.0 4.8 14.4 
15.0 4.8 14.4 
12.0 4.4 13.2 
9.0 2.9 8.6 
6.0 2.6 7.8 
3.0 1.3 3.9 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
• 
Site Two 100 ft down from sitel 
BFW 39.0 
FPW 289.0 
ER 7.4 
WD 16.2 
Mean Depth 2.4 
Max Depth 3.8 
BFXSA 94.1 
76 
Edmore Coulee near Edmore cont. 
Distance Depth XSA 
39.0 0.0 0.0 
36.0 1.0 3.0 
33.0 1.4 4.2 
30.0 2.2 6.6 
27.0 3.0 8.9 
24.0 3.2 9.5 
21.0 3.6 10.8 
18.0 3.8 11.3 
15.0 3.5 10.5 
12.0 3.5 10.4 
9.0 3.1 9.2 
6.0 2.3 6.8 
3.0 1.1 3.2 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
Site Three: 50 feet down from site 2 
BFW 41.0 
FPW 350.0 
ER 8.5 
WD 16.3 
Mean Depth 2.5 
Max Depth 3.8 
BFXSA 103.4 
Distance Depth XSA 
41.0 0.0 0.0 
38.0 1.4 4.7 
34.0 2.5 9.8 
30.0 3.1 12.4 
26.0 3.3 13.2 
22.0 3.6 14.4 
18.0 3.8 15.2 
14.0 3.4 13.4 
10.0 2.4 9.6 
6.0 2.0 8.0 
2.0 0.9 2.7 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
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Forest River near Fordville 
7/28/1998 
BF Gage 4.17 
150 feet upstream 
Site One of bridge 
BFW 69.6 
FPW 160.0 
ER 2.3 
WD 21.6 
Mean Depth 3.2 
Max Depth 5.0 
BFXSA 224.0 
Distance Depth XSA 
69.6 0.0 0.0 
68.0 0.3 0.9 
63.5 0.4 1.8 
58.0 3.0 15.8 
53.0 5.0 25.0 
48.0 4.8 24.0 
43.0 3.9 19.5 
38.0 3.8 19.0 
33.0 3.7 18.7 
28.0 3.6 18.0 
23.0 3.2 16.0 
18.0 3.4 17.0 
13.0 3.2 16.0 
8.0 3.6 18.0 
3.0 3.6 14.4 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
150 ft down from 
Site Two: bridge 
BFW 67.0 
FPW 165.0 
ER 2.5 
WD 18.7 
Mean Depth 3.6 
Max Depth 5.0 
BFXSA 240.0 
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i 
Forest River near Fordville cont. 
Distance Depth XSA 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
6.0 3.8 22.8 
12.0 3.2 19.2 
18.0 3.2 19.2 
24.0 3.3 19.8 
30.0 3.6 21.6 
36.0 3.7 22.2 
42.0 3.8 22.8 
48.0 4.6 27.6 
54.0 5.0 30.0 
60.0 4.4 26.4 
66.0 2.4 8.4 
67.0 0.0 0.0 
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Long Creek near Noonan 
10/17/1998 
BF Gage 
Site One: 1500 feet S. ofbridge 
BFW= 
FPW= 
ER= 
WD 
Mean Depth 
Max Depth 
BFXSA 
6.04 
60.2 
3.7 
17.0 
3.5 
5.3 
234.2 
220 
Distance Depth XSA 
60.2 0 
54 2.3 
48 4.2 
42 4.7 
36 5.3 
30 5.3 
24 4.9 
18 4.8 
12 4.4 
6 3.1 
0 0 
Site Two: 1 lOO'upstrearn of bridge 
BFW= 51.8 
FPW= 148 
2.9 
0 
14.03 
25.2 
28.2 
31.8 
31.8 
29.4 
28.8 
26.4 
18.6 
0 
ER= 
WD 20.0 
Mean Depth 2.6 
Max Depth 4.6 
BFXSA 179.2 
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Long Creek near Noonan cont. 
Distance Depth XSA 
51.8 0.0 0.0 
50.0 0.8 2.7 
45.0 1.4 7.0 
40.0 3.0 15.0 
35.0 3.4 17.0 
30.0 4.0 20.0 
25.0 4.1 20.5 
20.0 4.4 22.0 
15.0 4.6 34.5 
10.0 4.1 30.8 
5.0 1.3 9.8 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
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Maple River near Enderlin 
9/6/98 
BF Gage: 6.59 
Site 1: 250' downstream of bridge. 
BFW 50.2 
FPW 140.9 
ER 2.8 
WD 22.5 
Mean depth 2.2 
Max depth 3.8 
BFXSA 125.2 
Distance Depth XSA 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
3.0 2.3 6.9 
6.0 1.8 5.4 
9.0 1.9 5.7 
12.0 2.1 6.3 
15.0 2.3 6.9 
18.0 2.3 6.9 
21.0 2.3 6.9 
24.0 2.1 6.3 
27.0 2.2 6.6 
30.0 2.4 7.2 
33.0 2.5 7.5 
36.0 2.9 8.7 
39.0 3.2 9.6 
42.0 3.5 10.5 
45.0 3.8 11.4 
48.0 3.8 11.4 
51.0 0.9 1.0 
50.2 0.0 0.0 
Site Two: about 300 ft upstream of bridge channel 
bf gage 6.6 
bfw 47.5 
fpw 69.8 
ER 1.5 
WD 23.2 
Mean depth 2.0 
max depth 3.9 
BFXSA 97.3 
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Maple River near Enderlin cont. 
Distance Depth BFXSA 
47.5 0.0 0.0 
45.0 1.0 3.8 
40.0 1.6 8.0 
35.0 1.9 9.5 
30.0 2.0 10.0 
25.0 2.2 11.0 
20.0 2.7 13.5 
15.0 3.5 17.5 
10.0 3.0 15.0 
5.0 1.8 9.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
Site Three: Downstream of site one about 75' 
BFW 43 .8 
FPW 72 
ER 1.643836 
WD 18.77143 
Mean depth 2.333333 
Max depth 3.8 
BFXSA 69.5 
Distance Depth BFXSA 
43.8 0 2.3 
40 3.8 6.1 
37 3.5 5.8 
34 3.2 5.5 
31 2.9 5.2 
27 2.9 5.2 
24 2.6 4.9 
21 2.9 5.2 
18 2.5 4.8 
15 2.5 4.8 
12 2.5 4.8 
9 2.5 4.8 
6 1.9 4.2 
3 1.3 3.6 
0 0 2.3 
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Maple River near Hope 
10/12/99 
BFGage 
Site One: 
BFW 
FPW 
ER 
WD 
Mean Depth 
Max Depth 
BFXSA 
Distance 
0.0 
1.0 
2.0 
3.0 
4.0 
5.0 
6.0 
7.0 
8.0 
9.0 
10.0 
11.0 
12.0 
13.0 
14.0 
14.5 
Site Two: 
BFW 
FPW 
ER 
WD 
Mean Depth 
Max Depth 
BFXSA 
5.03 
200' dwn fr bridge before channel bifurcates 
14.5 
120.0 
8.3 
10.5 
1.4 
2.9 
20.1 
Depth XSA 
0.0 
0.1 
0.2 
0.4 
0.9 
2.0 
2.0 
2.5 
2.9 
2.5 
2.7 
2.3 
1.1 
0.3 
0.2 
0.0 
150' dwn fr bridge 
14.8 
104.8 
7.1 
9.3 
1.6 
3.2 
23.4 
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0.0 
0.1 
0.2 
0.4 
0.9 
2.0 
2.0 
2.5 
2.9 
2.5 
2.7 
2.3 
1.1 
0.3 
0.2 
0.0 
Maple River near Hope cont. 
Distance Depth XSA 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
1.0 0.2 0.2 
2.0 0.2 0.2 
3.0 0.2 0.2 
4.0 0.3 0.3 
5.0 1.8 1.8 
6.0 2.4 2.4 
7.0 3.1 3.1 
8.0 3.2 3.2 
9.0 3.2 3.2 
10.0 2.4 2.4 
11.0 2.4 2.4 
12.0 2.9 2.9 
13.0 0.7 0.7 
14.0 0.4 0.4 
14.8 0.0 0.0 
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Mauvais Coulee near Cando 
9/25/1999 
BF Gage 4.5 
Site One: 200' dwn from gage station; below pool 
BFW 24.4 
FPW 
ER 
WD 
Mean depth 
max depth 
BFXSA 
Distance 
Site Two: 
BFW 
FPW 
ER 
WD 
Mean depth 
Max depth 
BFXSA 
Depth 
24.4 
22.0 
20.0 
18.0 
16.0 
14.0 
12.0 
10.0 
8.0 
6.0 
4.0 
2.0 
0.0 
Top of pool 
106.4 
4.4 
12.9 
1.9 
2.9 
46.1 
0.0 
0.4 
0.7 
1.9 
2.9 
2.8 
2.8 
2.9 
2.9 
2.7 
2.4 
0.6 
0.0 
41.3 
111.5 
2.7 
16.8 
2.5 
4.3 
101.3 
XSA 
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0.0 
0.9 
1.4 
3.8 
5.8 
5.6 
5.6 
5.8 
5.8 
5.4 
4.8 
1.2 
0.0 
......... 
Mauvais Coulee near Cando cont. 
Distance Depth XSA 
41.3 0.0 0.0 
40.0 0.5 1.3 
36.0 0.9 3.6 
32.0 1.2 4.8 
28.0 1.1 4.4 
24.0 1.3 5.2 
20.0 3.8 15.2 
16.0 4.0 16.0 
12.0 4.2 16.8 
8.0 4.3 17.2 
4.0 4.2 16.8 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
Site Three: 200' dwn from site 2 
BFW 21.2 
FPW 86.2 
ER 4.1 
WD 7.3 
Mean depth 2.9 
Max depth 4.3 
BFXSA 63.2 
Distance Depth XSA 
21.2 0.0 0.0 
20.0 0.5 0.8 
18.0 2.0 · 4.0 
16.0 3.9 7.8 
14.0 4.2 8.4 
12.0 4.3 8.6 
10.0 4.2 8.4 
8.0 4.2 8.4 
6.0 4.0 8.0 
4.0 3.5 7.0 
2.0 0.9 1.8 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
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Middle River at Argyle 
9/21/1998 
BF Gage 
MHandBB 
Site One: 
BFW 
FPW 
ER 
WD 
Mean Depth 
Max.Depth 
BFXSA 
Distance 
6.78 
About 500' upstream of bridge/gauge 
32.2 
54.2 
1.7 
8.2 
3.9 
6.5 
154.5 
Depth XSA 
37.2 0 0 
Site Two: 
BFW 
FPW 
ER 
WD 
Mean Depth 
Max Depth 
BFXSA 
33 
30 
27 
24 
21 
18 
15 
12 
9 
6 
3 
0 
2.5 
4.1 
4.5 
4 
4.2 
4.3 
4.7 
5.6 
6.5 
6.4 
4.2 
0 
Upstream of bridge about 250' 
23.4 
54.4 
2.3 
5.6 
4.1 
7.9 
107.7 
88 
9 
12.3 
13.5 
12 
12.6 
12.9 
14.1 
16.8 
19.5 
19.2 
12.6 
0 
Middle River at Argyle cont. 
Distance Depth XSA 
23.4 0 0 
22 0.4 0.68 
20 1.7 3.4 
18 3.7 7.4 
16 6.3 12.6 
14 7.7 15.4 
12 7.9 15.8 
10 7 14 
8 6.1 12.2 
6 5.3 10.6 
4 4.7 9.4 
2 3.1 6.2 
0 0 0 
Site Three: 500' downstream of bridge 
·~ 
BFW 21.8 11 
. FPW 52.4 I 
-
ER 2.4 I 
C WD 6.4 t 
Mean Depth 3.4 I 
f Max Depth 6.8 I BFXSA 82.1 I 
., 
• 
'I 
,. 
,. Distance Depth XSA 
' I 21.8 0.0 0 
' 
20 0.7 1.33 C 
I 18 1.7 3.4 f 
I 16 2.2 4.4 
' I 14 5.3 10.6 t 
12 6.2 12.4 
10 6.8 13.6 
8 6.7 13.4 
6 5.1 10.2 
4 3.3 6.6 
2 3.1 6.2 
0 0 0 
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Roseau River below State Ditch 51 near Caribou 
8/18/1999 
Gage 
BF gage= 
Site One: At gage 
BFW= 
FPW= 
ER 
WD 
Mean depth 
Max depth 
BFXSA 
Distance 
79.3 
72.0 
66.0 
60.0 
54.0 
48.0 
42.0 
36.0 
30.0 
24.0 
18.0 
12.0 
6.0 
0.0 
2.21 
6.71 
79.3 
>500 
>5 
20.5 
6.4 
9.9 
537.3 
Depth 
0.0 
3.2 
4.2 
4.5 
8.3 
8.8 
9.4 
9.5 
9.7 
9.9 
9.7 
7.7 
4.5 
0.0 
Site Two: 75 feet downstream from site 
one/gage station 
BFW= 98.2 
FPW= >500 
ER >5 
WD 17.1 
Meandepth 5.7 
Max depth 8.8 
BFXSA 588.9 
XSA 
0.0 
21.3 
25.2 
27.0 
49.8 
52.5 
56.4 
56.7 
57.9 
59.1 
58.2 
46.2 
27.0 
0.0 
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Roseau River below State Ditch 51 near Caribou cont. 
Distance Depth XSA 
98.2 0.0 0.0 
90.0 4.1 29.1 
84.0 5.0 30.0 
78.0 6.2 37.2 
72.0 6.5 39.0 
66.0 6.8 40.8 
60.0 7.1 42.6 
54.0 7.4 44.4 
48.0 7.1 42.6 
42.0 8.3 49.8 
36.0 8.8 52.8 
30.0 8.5 51.0 
24.0 6.9 41.4 
18.0 5.9 35.4 
12.0 4.5 27.0 
6.0 4.3 25.8 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
Site 3: below cable car 150 feet dwnstream from 
gage 
BFW= 85.2 
FPW= >500 
ER >5 
WD 15.1 
Mean depth 5.6 
Max depth 8.2 
BFXSA 509.6 
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Roseau River below State Ditch 51 near Caribou cont. 
Distance Depth XSA 
85.2 0.0 0.0 
. 78.0 4.4 29.0 
72.0 5.4 32.4 
66.0 5.5 33.0 
60.0 6.4 38.4 
54.0 6.9 41.4 
48.0 7.5 45.0 
42.0 7.4 44.4 
36.0 8.1 48.6 
30.0 8.2 49.2 
24.0 8.1 48.6 
18.0 7.3 43.8 
12.0 5.0 30.0 
6.0 4.3 25.8 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
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Roseau River below South Fork near Malung 
8/18/1999 
BF Gage 10.5 
Site One: 500 feet downstream from large weir 
BFW 71.8 
FPW 128.0 
ER 1.8 
WD 12.3 
Mean Depth 5.8 
Max Depth 8.0 
BFXSA 417.8 
Distance Depth XSA 
71.8 0.0 0.0 
70.0 0.7 3.1 
63.0 5.3 37.1 
56.0 6.3 43.8 
49.0 6.5 45.5 
42.0 6.8 47.6 
35.0 7.4 51.8 
28.0 8.0 56.0 
21.0 6.1 42.7 
14.0 6.8 47.6 
7.0 6.1 42.7 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
Site 2: 
BFW 
FPW 
ER 
WD 
100 feet downstream of Site 1: 
70.8 
Mean Depth 
Max Depth 
BFXSA 
127.4 
1.8 
11.4 
6.2 
7.7 
438.4 
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Roseau River below South Fork near Malung cont. 
Distance Depth XSA 
70.8 0.0 0.0 
70.0 0.4 1.6 
63.0 5.9 41.3 
56.0 7.4 51.8 
49.0 6.6 46.2 
42.0 7.2 50.4 
35.0 7.1 49.7 
28.0 7.7 53.9 
21.0 6.9 48.3 
14.0 7.3 51.1 
7.0 6.3 44.1 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
Site 3: 
BFW 
FPW 
ER 
WD 
100 feet downstream from site 2 
71.3 
Mean Depth 
Max Depth 
BFXSA 
Distance 
71.3 
70.0 
63.0 
56.0 
49.0 
42.0 
35.0 
28.0 
21.0 
14.0 
7.0 
0.0 
114.0 
1.6 
11.6 
6.2 
7.4 
439.9 
Depth XSA 
0.0 0.0 
0.4 1.7 
5.7 39.9 
6.8 47.6 
7.2 50.1 
7.2 50.4 
7.2 50.4 
7.4 51.8 
7.4 51.5 
7.4 51.8 
6.4 44.8 
0.0 0.0 
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Roseau River at Ross 
8/18/1999 
BF Gage 10.2 
Site One: At gage station 
BFW 93.0 
FPW >500 
ER >5 
WD 15.8 
Mean Depth 5.9 
'Max Depth 9.4 
BFXSA 594.3 
Distance Depth XSA 
93.0 0.0 0.0 
90.0 4.2 18.9 
84.0 4.6 27.6 
78.0 5.7 34.2 
72.0 5.1 30.6 
66.0 7.4 44.4 
60.0 8.1 48.6 
54.0 9.3 55.8 
48.0 9.4 56.4 
42.0 9.3 55.8 
36.0 9.0 54.0 
30.0 8.1 48.6 
24.0 7.1 42.6 
18.0 5.0 30.0 
12.0 4.7 28.2 
6.0 3.1 18.6 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
Site Two: 100 ft dwn from site one: 
BFW 74.0 
FPW >500 
ER >5 
WD 12.1 
Mean Depth 6.1 
Max Depth 10.0 
BFXSA 507.6 
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Roseau River at Ross cont. 
Distance Depth XSA 
74.0 0.0 0.0 
72.0 2.1 8.4 
66.0 3.0 18.0 
60.0 5.4 32.4 
54.0 7.8 46.8 
48.0 8.7 52.2 
42.0 9.6 57.6 
36.0 10.0 60.0 
30.0 9.9 59.4 
24.0 9.3 55.8 
18.0 8.2 49.2 
12.0 6.2 37.2 
6.0 5.1 30.6 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
Site Three 500' upstream of bridge 
BFW 83.8 
FPW >500 
ER >5 
WD 12.2 
MeanDep 6.9 
MaxDep 10.7 
BFXSA 617.8 
Distance Depth XSA 
83.8 0.0 0.0 
78.0 2.0 11.8 
72.0 5.7 34.2 
66.0 8.1 48.6 
60.0 8.5 51.0 
54.0 9.5 57.0 
48.0 10.7 64.2 
42.0 10.7 64.2 
36.0 10.5 63.0 
30.0 9.7 58.2 
24.0 8.5 51.0 
18.0 8.5 51.0 
12.0 7.2 43.2 
6.0 3.4 20.4 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
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Rush at Amenia 
09/26/99 
BFGage 
Site One: 
BFW 
FPW 
ER 
WD 
Mean depth 
Max depth 
BFXSA 
Distance 
24.17 
22 
20 
18 
16 
14 
12 
10 
8 
6 
4 
2 
0 
5.81 
100' dwn from gage 
24.16667 
28.76667 
1.190345 
13.73375 
1.759655 
Depth 
2.2 
42.525 
0 
1.5 
2.1 
2.2 
2.1 
2.1 
2 
2 
1.9 
1.9 
2 
1.4 
0 
BFXSA 
Site Two: 50' down from gage 
BFW 23 .8 
FPW 31.2 
ER 1.3 
WD 11.0 
Mean depth 2.2 
Max depth 2.7 
BFXSA 51.7 
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0 
3.125 
4.2 
4.4 
4.2 
4.2 
4 
4 
3.8 
3.8 
4 
2.8 
0 
._.-----------llllllliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii==, 
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Rush River at Amenia cont. 
Distance Depth 
23.8 
22 
20 
18 
16 
14 
12 
10 
8 
6 
4 
2 
0 
12 
Site Three: 
BFW 
FPW 
ER 
WD 
Mean depth 
Max depth 
BFXSA 
Distance Depth 
24.5 
24 
22 
20 
18 
16 
14 
12 
10 
8 
6 
4 
2 
0 
XSA 
0 0 
1.7 3.3 
2.3 4.6 
2.4 4.8 
2.5 5 
2.6 5.2 
2.6 5.2 
2.6 5.2 
2.7 5.4 
2.7 5.4 
2.4 4.8 
1.4 2.8 
0 0 
25.9 
24.5 
30.0 
1.2 
13.2 
1.9 
2.6 
45.4 
XSA 
0 0 
0.8 1 
1.8 3.6 
2.6 5.2 
2.6 5.2 
2.5 5 
2.4 4.8 
2.3 4.6 
2.4 4.8 
2.1 4.2 
1.6 3.2 
1.1 2.2 
0.8 1.6 
0 0 
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Sand Hill River at Cli.max 
7/30/1998 
BF Gage 8.9 
Site One: 100' upstream of TX crossing 
BFW: 49.0 
FPW: >>200 
ER 
WD 
Avg depth 
Max depth 
BFXSA 
>>2.2 
Distance Depth 
0.0 
3.0 
6.0 
10.0 
12.0 
19.0 
23.0 
29.0 
33.0 
40.0 
44.0 
49.0 
Site Two: 50' upstream of site one 
9.4 
5.2 
6.7 
256.3 
XSA 
0.0 0.0 
5.6 16.8 
6.4 22.4 
6.6 19.8 
6.7 30.2 
6.7 36.9 
6.4 32.0 
5.7 28.5 
5.3 29.2 
4.6 25.3 
3.4 15.3 
0.0 0.0 
BFW: 43.1 
FPW: >>200 
ER >>2.2 
WD 9.3 
Mean Depth 4.6 
Max Depth 6.8 
BFXSA 221.1 
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Sand Hill River at Climax cont. 
Distance Depth XSA 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
3.0 3.6 10.8 
6.0 6.4 19.2 
9.0 6.8 20.4 
12.0 6.7 20.1 
15.0 6.7 20.1 
18.0 6.6 19.8 
21.0 6.5 19.5 
24.0 6.3 18.9 
27.0 6.2 18.6 
30.0 6.0 18.0 
33.0 5.3 15.9 
36.0 3.9 11.7 
39.0 2.3 6.9 
42.0 0.6 1.2 
43.1 0.0 0.0 
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Sheyenne River near Cooperstown 
10/12/99 
BF Gage 11.8 
Site One 200 ft below dam 
BFW 61.6 
FPW 72.6 
ER 1.2 
WD 21.6 
Mean Depth 2.8 
Max Depth 3.8 
BFXSA 196.1 
Distance Depth BFXSA 
61.6 0.0 0.0 
60.0 2.0 6.4 
55.0 3.3 16.3 
50.0 3.5 17.7 
45.0 3.6 18.0 
40.0 3.5 17.5 
35.0 3.5 17.3 
30.0 3.6 18.0 
25.0 3.5 17.5 
20.0 3.8 19.0 
15.0 3.7 18.5 
10.0 3.4 17.0 
5.0 2.6 13.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
Site Two: 400' down from dam 
BFW 58.0 
FPW 79.0 
ER 1.4 
WD 25.1 
Mean Depth 2.3 
Max Depth 4.0 
BFXSA 128.6 
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Sheyenne River near Cooperstown cont. 
Distance Depth BFXSA 
58.0 0.0 0.0 
51.0 0.5 2.4 
49.0 1.4 4.3 
45.0 2.4 9.8 
41.0 2.7 11.0 
37.0 3.3 13.4 
33.0 3.3 13.4 
29.0 3.5 14.2 
25.0 4.0 16.2 
21.0 3.9 15.8 
17.0 3.7 15.0 
13.0 3.3 13.4 
9.0 1.7 7.0 
5.0 0.5 2.4 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
Site Three: 300' down from dam 
BFW 73.5 
FPW 92.0 
ER 1.3 
WD 25.8 
Mean Depth 2.9 
Max.Depth 4.2 
BFXSA 215.5 
Distance Depth BFXSA 
73 .5 0.0 0.0 
66.8 1.0 5.8 
62.0 2.4 11.7 
57.0 . 3.7 18.5 
52.0 3.9 19.5 
47.0 4.0 20.0 
42.0 3.9 19.5 
37.0 3.9 19.5 
32.0 3.9 19.5 
27.0 4.2 21.0 
22.0 4.1 20.5 
17.0 3.8 19.0 
12.0 3.0 15.0 
7.0 1.0 6.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
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Sheyenne River above Harvey 
9/18/1999 
BF Gage 7.4 
Site One = 50 ft down from gage 
BFW 35.8 
FPW >>100 
ER >>2.2 
WD 16.7 
Mean Depth 2.1 
Max Depth 4.6 
BFXSA 76.9 
Distance Depth XSA 
35.0 0.0 0.0 
33.0 1.0 2.5 
30.0 4.2 12.6 
27.0 4.5 13.5 
24.0 4.5 13.5 
21.0 4.6 13.8 
18.0 4.1 12.3 
15.0 1.4 4.2 
12.0 0.6 1.8 
9.0 0.3 0.9 
6.0 0.3 0.9 
3.0 0.3 0.9 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
Site Two: 300' dwn from gage 
BFW 21.7 
FPW >>100 
ER >>2.2 
WI) 7.4 
Mean Depth 2.9 
Max Depth 4.6 
BFXSA 63 .1 
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Sheyenne River above Harvey cont. 
Distance Depth XSA 
21.7 0.0 0.0 
18.0 1.6 4.5 
16.0 2.6 5.2 
14.0 3.9 7.8 
12.0 4.0 8.0 
10.0 4.5 9.0 
8.0 4.6 9.2 
6.0 4.4 8.8 
4.0 4.0 8.0 
2.0 1.3 2.6 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
Site Three 
BFW 31.4 
FPW >>100 
ER >>2.2 
WD 11.1 
Mean Depth 2.8 
Max Depth 5.6 
BFXSA 89.3 
Distance Depth XSA 
31.4 0.0 0.0 
30.0 0.1 0.2 
27.0 0.7 2.1 
24.0 2.0 6.0 
21.0 2.2 6.6 
18.0 2.4 7.2 
15.0 3.8 11.4 
12.0 5.6 16.8 
9.0 5.3 15.9 
6.0 4.5 · 13.5 
3.0 3.2 9.6 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
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Sheyenne River above Harvey cont. 
Site 4: 200' upstream of culvert (pool)* 
BFW 35.1 
FPW >>100 
ER >>2.2 
WD 20.2 
Mean Depth 1.7 
Max Depth 4.1 
BFXSA 61.1 
Distance Depth XSA 
35.1 0.0 0.0 
33.0 0.3 0.8 
30.0 1.0 3.0 
27.0 4.1 12.3 
24.0 4.1 12.3 
21.0 4.1 12.3 
18.0 3.3 9.9 
15.0 1.3 3.9 
12.0 1.0 3.0 
9.0 0.5 1.5 
6.0 0.4 1.2 
3.0 0.3 0.9 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
* not calculated in averages due to pool 
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Thief River nr Thief River Falls 
9/21/1998 
BF Gage 8.66 
Site One: about 70' down from stream gauge 
BFW 98.0 
FPW 207.0 
ER 2.1 
WD 21.8 
Mean Depth 4.5 
Max Depth 6.6 
BFXSA 490.5 
Distance Depth XSA 
98.0 0.0 0.0 
95;0 1.0 2.3 
93.5 1.7 5.5 
88.5 4.8 24.0 
· 83.5 5.2 26.0 
78.5 5.3 26.5 
73.5 5.9 29.5 
68.5 6.3 31.5 
63.5 6.4 32.0 
58.5 6.3 31.5 
53.5 6.2 31.0 
48.5 6.6 33.0 
43.5 6.5 32.5 
38.5 6.2 31.0 
33.5 6.1 30.5 
28.5 5.9 29.5 
23.5 5.7 28.5 
18.5 5.1 25.5 
13.5 4.7 23.5 
8.5 2.5 12.5 
3.5 1.0 4.3 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
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Thief River near Thief River Falls cont. 
Site Two: at stream gauge 
BFW 81.3 
FPW 215.8 
ER 2.7 
WD 19.4 
Mean Depth 4.2 
Max Depth 6.1 
BFXSA 371.2 
Distance Depth XSA 
81.3 0.0 0.0 
78.0 1.0 3.2 
75.0 3.5 14.0 
70.0 4.6 23.0 
65.0 5.5 27.5 
60.0 5.9 29.5 
55.0 6.1 30.5 
50.0 6.0 30.0 
45.0 5.6 28.0 
40.0 5.6 28.0 
35.0 5.4 27.0 
30.0 5.3 26.5 
25.0 5.3 26.5 
20.0 4.8 24.0 
15.0 5.5 27.5 
10.0 4.2 21.0 
5.0 1.0 5.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
Site Three 100' downstream from gauge 
BFW 81.9 
FPW 159.9 
ER 2.0 
WD 16.7 
Mean Depth 4.9 
Max Depth 7.1 
BFXSA 440.3 
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Thief River near Thief River Falls cont. 
Distance Depth XSA 
81.9 0.0 0.0 
80.0 0.8 2.8 
75.0 1.9 9.5 
70.0 4.9 24.5 
65.0 6.1 30.5 
60.0 6.3 31.5 
55.0 6.4 32.0 
50.0 6.8 34.0 
45.0 7.0 35.0 
40.0 7.1 35.5 
35.0 7.1 35.5 
30.0 6.6 33.0 
25.0 6.3 31.5 
20.0 6.1 30.5 
15.0 5.6 28.0 
10.0 5.2 26.0 
5.0 4.1 20.5 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
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Whiskey Creek near Barnesville 
9/24/1999 
BF Gage 4.72 
Site One: 100 ft down from gage 
BFW 26.7 
FPW 350.0 
ER 13.1 
WD 14.4 
Mean depth · 1.8 
Max depth 3.3 
BFXSA 55.3 
Distance Depth XSA 
26.7 0.0 0.0 
26.0 0.2 0.3 
24.0 0.7 1.4 
22.0 1.1 2.2 
20.0 1.3 2.6 
18.0 1.7 3.4 
16.0 2.8 5.6 
14.0 2.8 5.6 
12.0 2.9 5.8 
10.0 3.1 6.2 
8.0 3.3 6.6 
6.0 2.8 5.6 
4.0 1.0 2.0 
2.0 4.0 8.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
Site Two: 100 feet down from site one 
BFW 20.9 
FPW 185.9 
ER 8.9 
WD 10.5 
Mean depth . 1.7 
Max depth 3.5 
BFXSA 41.6 
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Whiskey Creek near Barnesville cont. 
Distance Depth XSA 
20.9 0.0 0.0 
20.0 0.3 0.4 
18.0 1.3 2.6 
16.0 1.5 3.0 
14.0 1.6 3.2 
12.0 3.5 7.0 
10.0 3.4 6.8 
8.0 3.4 6.8 
6.0 3.2 6.4 
4.0 1.6 3.2 
2.0 1.1 2.2 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
Site Three: 200 feet dwn from site two 
BFW 30.3 
FPW 200.0 
ER 6.6 
WD 14.7 
Mean depth 2.1 
Max depth 3.2 
BFXSA 65.9 
Distance Depth XSA 
30.3 0.0 0.0 
28 .0 0.9 1.9 
26.0 1.3 2.6 
24.0 1.5 3.0 
22.0 1.7 3.4 
20.0 3.0 6.0 
18.0 3.0 6.0 
16.0 3.2 6.4 
14.0 3.2 6.4 
12.0 3.0 6.0 
10.0 3.0 6.0 
8.0 2.9 5.8 
6.0 2.9 5.8 
4.0 2.0 4.0 
2.0 1.3 2.6 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
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Wild Rice River near Rutland 
10/3/1999 
BF Gage 
Site One: 
BFW: 
FPW: 
ER 
WD 
Mean depth: 
Max depth: 
BFXSA: 
Distance 
25.7 
24.0 
22.0 
20.0 
18.0 
16.0 
14.0 
12.0 
10.0 
8.0 
6.0 
4.0 
2.0 
0.0 
Site Two: 
BFW: 
FPW: 
ER 
WD 
Mean depth: 
Max depth: 
BFXSA: 
3.25 
5' up from Reference Point #2 
25.7 
>>100 
>>4 
12.1 
2.1 
3.3 
59.4 
Depth XSA 
0 
1.5 
2.3 
2.7 
3.3 
2.9 
2.9 
2.7 
2.9 
2.8 
2.4 
1.9 
1.5 
0.0 
0 
2.8 
4.6 
5.4 
6.6 
5.8 
5.8 
5.4 
5.8 
5.6 
4.8 
3.8 
3.0 
0.0 
10 ft upstream of gage station about 50' up fr site 
1 
25.1 
>>100 
>>4 
11.9 
2.1 
3.2 
58.7 
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Wild Rice River near Rutland cont. 
Distance Depth XSA 
25.1 0.0 0.0 
24.0 1.1 1.7 
22.0 1.8 3.6 
20.0 2.1 4.2 
18.0 2.7 5.4 
16.0 2.8 5.6 
14.0 3.1 6.2 
12.0 3.2 6.4 
10.0 3.2 6.4 
8.0 3:1 6.2 
6.0 3.0 6.0 
4.0 2.4 4.8 
2.0 1.1 2.2 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
Site Three: 50' dwn from Reference Point #2 site 1 
BFW: 25.5 
FPW: >>100 
ER >>4 
WD 12.0 
Mean depth: 2.1 
Max depth: 3.3 
BFXSA: 59.1 
Distance Depth XSA 
25.5 0.0 0.0 
24.0 1.4 2.5 
22.0 2.1 4.2 
20.0 3.1 6.2 
18.0 3.0 6.0 
16.0 3.3 6.6 
14.0 3.2 
6.4 
12.0 3.1 
6.2 
10.0 3.1 
6.2 
8.0 2.7 
5.4 
6.0 1.8 
3.6 
4.0 1.7 
3.4 
2.0 1.2 
2.4 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 
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-
Wild Rice River near Twin Valley 
9/27/1998 
BF Gage 5.19 
Site One: 400 ft upstream of bridge 
BFW 79.08 
FPW >200 
ER >>2.2 
WD 25.8 
Mean depth 3.1 
Max depth 5.7 
BFXSA 274.6 
Distance Depth BFXSA 
79.08 0 
77 1.9 
70 4.9 
63 4.9 
56 5.7 
49 4.9 
42 4.1 
35 3.6 
28 3.1 
21 2.7 
14 2.2 
7 1.9 
0 0 
Site Two: 300 ft upstream of bridge 
BFW 72.8 
FPW >200 
ER 
WD 
Mean depth 
Max depth 
BFXSA 
>>2.2 
22.00503778 
3.308333333 
5.6 
273.49 
0.0 
8.6 
34.3 
34.3 
39.9 
34.3 
28.7 
25.2 
21.7 
18.9 
15.4 
13.3 
0.0 
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Wild Rice River near Twin Valley cont. 
Distance Depth BFXSA 
72.8 0 0 
70 2.1 10.29 
63 2.6 18.2 
56 2.9 20.3 
49 3.7 25.9 
42 4.4 30.8 
35 4.7 32.9 
28 5 35 
21 5 35 
14 5.7 39.9 
7 3.6 25.2 
0 0 0 
Site Three: 300 ft downstream of bridge 
BFW 72.10 
FPW >200 
ER >>2.2 
WD 22.41450777 
Mean depth 
' 
3.216666667 
Max depth 6 
BFXSA 269.22 
Distance Depth BFXSA 
72.1 0 0 
70 0.4 1.82 
63 1.3 9.1 
56 3.2 22.4 
49 5.5 38.5 
42 5.9 41.3 
35 6 42 
28 5.7 39.9 
21 4 28 
14 3.6 25.2 
7 3 21 
0 0 0 
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Willow Creek near Willow City 
9/25/1999 
BF Gage 8.96 
Site One: 50' downstream of gage 
BFW 38.9 
FPW >>500 
ER >10 
WD 12.0 
Mean Depth 3.3 
Max Depth 5.4 
BFXSA 136.6 
Distance Depth XSA 
38.9 0.0 0.0 
36.0 0.8 2.4 
33.0 1.9 5.7 
30.0 4.2 12.6 
27.0 4.8 14.4 
24.0 5.2 15.6 
21.0 5.4 16.2 
18.0 5.2 15.6 
15.0 4.9 14.7 
12.0 4.8 14.4 
9.0 4.3 12.9 
6.0 2.7 8.1 
3.0 1.4 4.1 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
Site Two: 50' down from site 1 
BFW 44.2 
FPW >500 
ER >10 
WD 14.9 
Mean Depth 3.0 
Max Depth 5.1 
BFXSA 141.7 
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Willow Creek near Willow City cont. 
Distance 
44.2 
42.0 
39.0 
36.0 
33.0 
30.0 
27.0 
24.0 
21.0 
18.0 
15.0 
12.0 
9.0 
6.0 
3.0 
0.0 
Site Three: 
BFW 
FPW 
ER 
WD 
Mean Depth 
Max Depth 
BFXSA 
Depth XSA 
0.0 
1.3 
3.5 
4.3 
4.7 
4.9 
5.1 
4.9 
4.6 
4.7 
4.2 
2.7 
1.1 
1.0 
0.4 
0.0 
50 feet downstream of site two: 
39.2 
>500 
>10 
13.3 
3.0 
5.1 
124.4 
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0.0 
3.4 
10.5 
12.9 
14.1 
14.7 
15.3 
14.7 
13.8 
14.1 
12.6 
8.1 
3.3 
3.0 
1.2 
0.0 
Willow Creek near Willow City cont. 
Distance Depth XSA 
39.2 0.0 0.0 
36.0 0.6 1.9 
33.0 1.2 3.6 
30.0 2.0 6.0 
27.0 3.6 10.8 
24.0 4.3 10.8 
22.0 4.7 14.1 
18.0 5.1 17.9 
15.0 5.0 15.0 
12.0 4.8 14.4 
9.0 4.5 13.5 
6.0 4.3 12.9 
3.0 1.2 3.6 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
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Appendix C 
Site Summaries 
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Stream Name: 
Site Name: 
Date: 
Personnel: 
Bank.full Discharge (cfs) 
Recurrence Interval 
Bank.full Width (ft) 
Mean Depth (ft) 
Bank.full X-Sectional Area (ft2) 
Width - Depth Ratio 
Flood Prone Width (ft) 
Entrenchment Ratio 
D50 
Water Surface Slope 
Sinuosity 
Stream Type 
Baldhill Creek 
Near Dazey 
9/13/1998 
Melanie Hinzpeter, Beth Bolles 
239.0 
1.6 
29.9 
2.2 
66.7 
14.9 
>>100 
SAND 
cs 
119 
>>2.2 
0.0030 
1.2 
Stream Name: Buffalo River 
Site Name: Near Callaway 
Date: 10/6/1999 
Personnel: Melanie Hinzpeter/Glenn Kays 
Bankfull Discharge ( cfs) 178.6 
Recurrence futerval 1.5 
Bankfull Width (ft) 23.1 
Mean Depth (ft) 2.9 
Bankfull X-Sectional Area ( ft2) 67.5 
Width - Depth Ratio 8.0 
Flood Prone Width (ft) >>100 
Entrenchment Ratio >>2.2 
D50 SAND 
Water Surface Slope 0.0030 
Sinuosity 1.8 
Stream Type ES 
120 
Stream Name: Buffalo River 
Site Name: Near Dilworth 
Date: 
Personnel: Johnson/Harvey 
Bankfull Discharge ( cfs) 808 
Recurrence Interval 1.57 
Bankfull Width (ft) 76.2 
Mean Depth (ft) 8.43 
Bankfull X-Sectional Area (ft2) 642.2 
Width - Depth Ratio 9.0 
Flood Prone Width (ft) 659.0 
Entrenchment Ratio 8.6 
D50 Silt/Clay 
Water Surface Slope 0.0003 
Sinuosity 2.1 
Stream Type E6 
121 
Stream Name: Buffalo River 
Site Name: Near Hawley 
Date: 
Personnel: Johnson/Harvey 
Bankfull Discharge ( cfs) 356 
Recurrence Interval 1.35 
Bankfull Width (ft) 42.5 
Mean Depth (ft) 3.03 
Bankfull X-Sectional Area (ft2) 128.7 
Width - Depth Ratio 14.0 
Flood Prone Width (ft) 887.0 
Entrenchment Ratio 20.9 
D50 Gravel 
Water Surface Slope 0.0009 
Sinuosity 1.5 
Stream Type C4c-
122 
Stream Name: Clearwater River 
Site Name: At Plummer 
Date: 9/20/1998 
Personnel: Melanie Hinzpeter/Beth Bolles 
Bankfull Discharge ( cfs) 872.8 
Recurrence Interval 1.2 
Bankfull Width (ft) 83.3 
Mean Depth (fl) 4.4 
Bankfull X-Sectional Area (ft2) 397.8 
Width - Depth Ratio 19.5 
Flood Prone Width (ft) 209.0 
Entrenchment Ratio 2.5 
D50 Gravel 
Water Surface Slope 0.0004 
Sinuosity 1.4 
Stream Type C5c-
123 
Stream Name: 
Site Name: 
Date: 
Personnel: 
Des Lacs River 
AtFoxholm 
9/19/1999 
Melanie Hinzpeter, Angie Seright 
135.0 
1.3 
25.1 
2.3 
Bankfull Discharge ( cfs) 
Recurrence Interval 
Bankfull Width (ft) 
Mean Depth (ft) 
Bankfull X-Sectional Area (ft2) 
Width - Depth Ratio 
62.0 
11.0 
34.3 Flood Prone Width (ft) 
Entrenchment Ratio 
D50 
Water Surface Slope 
Sinuosity 
Stream Type 
SAND 
G5c 
124 
1.4 
0.0015 
2.6 
Stream Name: Edmore Coulee 
Site Name: Near Edmore 
Date: 8/19/1999 
Personnel: Melanie Hinzpeter/ Jason Warne 
Bankfull Discharge ( cfs) 75.6 
Recurrence Interval 1.3 
Bankfull Width (ft) 39.0 
Mean Depth (ft) 2.7 
I I Bankfull X-Sectional Area (ft2) 105.1 
I I Width - Depth Ratio 14.7 
Flood Prone Width (ft) 293.6 
Entrenchment Ratio 7.5 
D50 Sand 
Water Surface Slope 0.0002 
Sinuosity 1.7 
Stream Type C5c 
125 
Stream Name: 
Site Name: 
Date: 
Personnel: 
Bankfull Discharge ( cfs) 
Recurrence Interval 
Bankfull Width (ft) 
Mean Depth (ft) 
Bankfull X-Sectional Area (ft2) 
Width - Depth Ratio 
Flood Prone Width (ft) 
Entrenchment Ratio 
DSO 
Water Surface Slope 
Sinuosity 
Stream Type 
Forest River 
Near Fordville 
7/28/1998 
Melanie Hinzpeter/ Lyle Steffan 
479.4 
1.4 
68.3 
3.4 
232.0 
20.2 
162.5 
2.4 
Sand 
cs 
126 
0.0011 
2.0 
Stream Name: 
Site Name: 
Date: 
Personnel: 
Bankfull Discharge ( cfs) 
Recurrence Interval 
Bankfull Width (ft) 
Mean Depth (ft) 
Bankfull X-Sectional Area (ft2) 
Width - Depth Ratio 
Flood Prone Width (ft) 
Entrenchment Ratio 
D50 
Water Surface Slope 
Sinuosity 
Stream Type 
Site Description: 
Long Creek 
Near Noonan 
10/17/1998 
Melanie Hinzpeter and Erik Johnson 
206.1 
1.4 
56.0 
3.1 
206.7 
18.5 
184.0 
3.3 
Sand 
0.0006 
1.7 
C5c-
Third cross-section not taken (no access). 
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Stream Name: 
Site Name: 
Date: 
Personnel: 
Bankfull Discharge ( cfs) 
Recurrence Interval 
Bankfull Width (ft) 
Mean Depth (ft) 
Bankfull X-Sectional Area (ft2) 
Width - Depth Ratio 
Flood Prone Width (ft) 
Entrenchment Ratio 
D50 
Water Surface Slope 
Sinuosity 
Stream Type 
Maple River 
near Enderlin 
9/6/1998 
Melanie Hinzpeter and Erik Johnson 
516.3 
1.4 
47.2 
2.2 
97.3 
21.5 
94.2 
2.0 
Sand 
0.0006 
1.4 
C5c-
128 
Stream Name: Maple River 
Site Name: Near Hope 
Date: 10/12/1999 
Personnel: Melanie Hinzpeter/ Glenn Kays 
Bankfull Discharge ( cfs) 125 
Recurrence Interval 1.6 
Bankfull Width (ft) 14.6 
Mean Depth (ft) 1.5 
Bankfull X-Sectional Area (ft2) 21.7 
Width - Depth Ratio 9.9 
Flood Prone Width (ft) 112.4 
Entrenchment Ratio 7.7 
D50 Sand 
Water Surface Slope 0.002 
Sinuosity 1.2 
Stream Type E4 
129 I 
I 
l 
" 
Stream Name: 
Site Name: 
Date: 
Personnel: 
Bankfull Discharge (cfs) 
Recurrence Interval 
Bankfull Width (ft) 
Mean Depth (ft) 
Bankfull X-Sectional Area (ft2) 
Width - Depth Ratio 
Flood Prone Width (ft) 
Entrenchment Ratio 
D50 
Water Surface Slope 
Sinuosity 
Stream Type 
Mauvais Coulee 
Near Cando 
9/25/1999 
Melanie Hinzpeter/ Jason Warne 
121.5 
1.4 
28.9 
2.4 
70.2 
12.4 
101.3 
Gravel 
E4 
130 
3.7 
0.0002 
3.0 
Stream Name: 
Site Name: 
Date: 
Personnel: 
Bankfull Discharge ( cfs) 
Recurrence Interval 
Bankfull Width (ft) 
Mean Depth (ft) 
Bankfull X-Sectional Area (ft2) 
Width - Depth Ratio 
Flood Prone Width (ft) 
Entrenchment Ratio 
D50 
Water Surface Slope 
Sinuosity 
Stream Type 
Middle River 
At Argyle 
9/21/1998 
Melanie Hinzpeter and Beth Bolles 
339.8 
1.3 
25.8 
3.8 
114.8 
6.7 
53.7 
2.1 
Silt 
0.0006 
2.1 
E6 
131 
Stream Name: 
Site Name: 
Date: 
Personnel: 
Bankfull Discharge ( cfs) 
Recurrence Interval 
Bankfull Width (ft) 
Mean Depth (ft) 
Bankfull X-Sectional Area (ft2) 
Width - Depth Ratio 
Flood Prone Width (ft) 
Entrenchment Ratio 
D50 
Water Surface Slope · 
Sinuosity 
Stream Type 
Roseau River 
Near Caribou 
8/18/1999 
Melanie Hinzpeter and Jason Warne 
1236.0 
1.4 
87.6 
5.9 
545.3 
17.6 
>500 
>5 
Sand 
C5c-
132 
0.0001 
1.4 
Stream Name: 
Site Name: 
Date: 
Personnel: 
Bankfull Discharge ( cfs) 
Recurrence Interval 
Bankfull Width (ft) 
Mean Depth (ft) 
Bankfull X-Sectional Area (ft2) 
Width - Depth Ratio 
Flood Prone Width (ft) 
Entrenchment Ratio 
D50 
Water Surface Slope 
Sinuosity 
Stream Type 
Roseau River 
Near Malung 
8/18/1999 
Melanie Hinzpeter/J ason Warne 
1076 
1.3 
71.3 
6.1 
432.0 
11.8 
123.1 
1.7 
Sand 
<.0002 
1.2 
B5c 
133 
I ,, 
I; 
Stream Name: Roseau River 
Site Name: At Ross 
Date: 8/18/1999 
Personnel: Melanie Hinzpeter and Jason Warne 
Bankfull Discharge ( cfs) 1223.0 
Recurrence Interval 1.4 
Bankfull Width (ft) 83.6 
Mean Depth (ft) 6.3 
Bankfull X-Sectional Area (ft2) 573.2 
Width - Depth Ratio 13.4 
Flood Prone Width (ft) >500 
'" 
Entrenchment Ratio >5 
D50 Sand 
Water Surface Slope <.0001 
Sinuosity 1.2 
Stream Type C5c 
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Stream Name: 
Site Name: 
Date: 
Personnel: 
Bankfull Discharge ( cfs) 
Recurrence Interval 
Bankfull Width (ft) 
Mean Depth (ft) 
Bankfull X-Sectional Area (ft2) 
Width - Depth Ratio 
Flood Prone Width (ft) 
Entrenchment Ratio 
D50 
Water Surface Slope 
Sinuosity 
Stream Type 
' 
Rush River 
Near Amenia 
9/28/1999 
Melanie Hinzpeter/J ason Warne 
175.9 
1.5 
24.2 
Silt 
F5 
135 
1.9 
46.5 
12.7 
30.0 
1.2 
0.0006 
2.2 
I'. ' 
Stream Name: 
Site Name: 
Date: 
Personnel: 
Bankfull Discharge ( cfs) 
Recurrence Interval 
Bankfull Width (ft) 
Mean Depth (ft) 
Bankfull X-Sectional Area (ft2) 
Width - Depth Ratio 
Flood Prone Width (ft) 
Entrenchment Ratio 
D50 
Water Surface Slope 
Sinuosity 
Stream Type 
Sand Hill River at Climax 
At Climax 
07/30/98 
Lyle Steffan, Melanie Hinzpeter 
Sand 
ES 
136 
691.5 
1.3 
46.1 
4.9 
238.7 
9.4 
>>200 
>>2.2 
0.003 
2.7 
Stream Name: Sheyenne River 
Site Name: Near Cooperstown 
Date: 10/12/1999 
Personnel: Melanie Hinzpeter, Glenn Kays 
Bankfull Discharge ( cfs) 708.0 
Recurrence Interval 1.4 
Bankfull Width (ft) 64.4 
Mean Depth (ft) 2.7 
Bankfull X-Sectional Area (ft2) 180.1 
Width - Depth Ratio 24.2 
Flood Prone Width (ft) 81.2 
Entrenchment Ratio 1.3 
D50 Sand 
Water Surface Slope 0.0005 
Sinuosity 2.0 
StreamType FS 
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Stream Name: 
Site Name: 
Date: 
Personnel: 
Bankfull Discharge ( cfs) 
Recurrence Interval 
Bankfull Width (ft) 
Mean Depth (ft) 
Bankfull X-Sectional Area (ft2) 
Width - Depth Ratio 
Flood Prone Width (ft) 
Entrenchment Ratio 
D50 
Water Surface Slope 
Sinuosity 
Stream Type 
Sheyenne River 
Above Harvey 
9/18/1999 
Melanie Hinzpeter, Erik Johnson 
69.2 
1.4 
29.6 
2.6 
76.5 
11.7 
>>100 
>>2.2 
Sand 
0.0007 
1.6 
E5 
138 
: :· 
Stream Name: 
Site Name: 
Date: 
Personnel: 
Bankfull Discharge ( cfs) 
Recurrence Interval 
Bankfull Width (ft) 
Mean Depth (ft) 
Bankfull X-Sectional Area (ft2) 
Width - Depth Ratio 
Flood Prone Width (ft) 
Entrenchment Ratio 
D50 
Water Surface Slope 
Sinuosity 
Stream Type 
Thief River 
Near Thief River Falls 
9/21/1998 
Melanie Hinzpeter, Bethany Bolles 
Gravel 
C4c-
139 
1184 
1.3 
87.1 
4.5 
434 
19.3 
194.2 
2.2 
<.0001 
1.8 
: ;, 
Stream Name: 
Site Name: 
Date: 
Personnel: 
Bankfull Discharge ( cfs) 
Recurrence Interval 
Bankfull Width (ft) 
Mean Depth (ft) 
Bankfull X-Sectional Area (ft2) 
Width - Depth Ratio 
Flood Prone Width (ft) 
Entrenchment Ratio 
DSO 
Water Surface Slope 
Sinuosity 
Stream Type 
ThiefRiver 
Near Thief River Falls 
9/21/1998 
Melanie Hinzpeter, Bethany Bolles 
Gravel 
C4c-
140 
1184 
1.3 
87.1 
4.5 
434 
19.3 
194.2 
2.2 
<.0001 
1.8 
Stream Name: 
Site Name: 
Date: 
Personnel: 
Bankfull Discharge ( cfs) 
Recurrence Interval 
Bankfull Width (ft) 
Mean Depth (ft) 
Bankfull X-Sectional Area (ft2) 
Width - Depth Ratio 
Flood Prone Width (ft) 
Entrenchment Ratio 
D50 
Water Surface Slope 
Sinuosity 
Stream Type 
Whiskey Creek 
Near Barnesville 
09/24/99 
Melanie Hinzpeter and Glenn Kays 
100.0 
1.4 
25.9 
1.8 
54.3 
13.6 
245.3 
9.5 
SAND 
ES 
141 
0.002 
1.6 
• ! : · 
Stream Name: 
Site Name: 
Date: 
Personnel: 
Bankfull Discharge ( cfs) 
Recurrence Interval 
Bankfull Width (ft) 
Mean Depth (ft) 
Bankfu.11 X-Sectional Area (ft2) 
Width - Depth Ratio . 
Flood Prone Width (ft) 
Entrenchment Ratio 
D50 
Water Surface Slope 
Sinuosity 
Stream Type 
Wild Rice River 
Near Rutland 
10/3/1999 
Melanie Hinzpeter and Erik Johnson 
25.4 
1.4 
48.0 
2.1 
59.0 
12.0 
>>100 
Sand 
ES 
142 
>>4 
0.0005 
2.1 
Stream Name: 
Site Name: 
Date: 
Personnel: 
Bankfull Discharge ( cfs) 
Recurrence Interval 
Bankfull Width (ft) 
Mean Depth (ft) 
Bankfull X-Sectional Area (ft2) 
Width - Depth Ratio 
Flood Prone Width (ft) 
Entrenchment Ratio 
DSO 
Water Surface Slope 
Sinuosity 
Stream Type 
Wild Rice River 
near Twin Valley 
09/27/98 
Melanie Hinzpeter, Chad Christianson 
826.9 
1.2 
74.7 
3.2 
270.0 
23.6 
>200 
>>2.2 
Sand 
cs 
143 
0.001 
. 1.6 
Stream Name: 
Site Name: 
Date: 
Personnel: 
Bankfull Discharge ( cfs) 
Recurrence Interval 
Bankfull Width (ft) 
Mean Depth (ft) 
Bankfull X-Sectional Area (ft2) 
Width - Depth Ratio 
Flood Prone Width (ft) 
Entrenchment Ratio 
D50 
Water Surface Slope 
Sinuosity 
Stream Type 
Willow Creek 
Near Willow City 
9/25/1999 
Melanie Hinzpeter and Erik Johnson 
255.0 
1.6 
40.8 
3.1 
134.2 
13.4 
>500 
>10 
Sand 
0.0001 
2.7 
ES 
144 
I·! 
I :· 
APPENDIXD 
Site Cross-Section Graphs 
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Baldhill Creek near Dazey 
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Graphs not available: data collected by Luther Aadland, Minnesota Department of Natural Resources 
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Clearwater River near Plummer 
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Maple River near Enderlin 
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